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Minutes of a meeting of the Leicestershire Safer Communities Strategy Board held at 
County Hall, Glenfield on Friday, 15 June 2018.  
 

Present 
 

Ivan Ould CC Leicestershire County Council 

Cllr. Lee Breckon JP Community Safety Partnership Strategy Group 
Chair - Blaby District Council 

Cllr. Malise Graham MBE Community Safety Partnership Strategy Group 
Chair - Melton Borough Council 

Cllr. Trevor Pendleton Community Safety Partnership Strategy Group 
Chair - N. W. Leicestershire District Council 

Cllr. Michael Rickman Community Safety Partnership Strategy Group 
Chair - Harborough District Council 

Cllr. Deborah Taylor Community Safety Partnership Strategy Group 
Chair – Charnwood Borough Council 

Mina Bhavsar Named Professional (Safeguarding Adults). ( LLR 
CCG Hosted Safeguarding team) representing Ket 
Chudasama; Ast Director of Corporate Affairs 

Chief Superintendent Andy Lee Leicestershire Police 

Carolyn Maclean National Probation Service 

Joshna Mavji Public Health 

 

Officers 

Keith Aubrey Melton Borough Council 

Rik Basra Leicestershire County Council 

Chris Brown North West Leicestershire District Council 

Thomas Day Harborough District Council 

Charles Paul Leicestershire County Council 

Sally Penney Leicestershire County Council 

Gurjit Samra-Rai Leicestershire County Council 

Mark Smith Oadby and Wigston Borough Council 

Chris Thomas Leicestershire County Council 

Chris Traill Charnwood Borough Council 

John Richardson Blaby District Council 

 
Others 

 

Lord Willy Bach 

 

Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner 
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Paul Hindson Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner 

Kat Johnson The Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire 
& Rutland Community Rehabilitation Company 

Stef Douglas Leicestershire Fire and Rescue Service 

Superintendent Shane O’Neill Leicestershire Police 

Mark Freer Leicestershire Police 

Superintendent Natalee Wignall Leicestershire Police 

Detective Inspector Chris Barratt Leicestershire Police 

Simon Westwood 

Robert Lake 

Local Safeguarding Children Board 

Leicestershire and Rutland Safeguarding Adults 
Board 
 

Sarah Hancock Smith Turning Point 

  
 
Apologies for absence 
 
Cllr. Kevin J. Loydall Community Safety Partnership Strategy Group 

Chair - Oadby and Wigston Borough Council 

Cllr. Alan Walters Rutland County Council 

Sharon Stacey Hinckley and Bosworth Borough Council 
 

 
 

1. Election of Chairman.  
 
It was proposed, seconded, and AGREED that Mr I.D Ould CC be elected Chairman of 
the Board for 2018/19. 
 

Mr. I. D. Ould CC in the Chair 
 

2. Election of Deputy Chairman.  
 
It was proposed, seconded, and AGREED that Cllr. T. J. Pendleton be elected Vice-
Chairman of the Board for 2018/19. 
 

3. Introductions  
 
The Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting and introductions were made. 
 

4. Minutes of previous meeting.  
 
The minutes of the meeting held on 23 March 2018 were taken as read and confirmed as 
a correct record. 
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5. Matters arising  
 
Other business (Minute 55) 
 
It was noted that the LSCSB Senior Officers Group had received a presentation from 
Richard Newing, an officer in the Environment and Transport Department at 
Leicestershire County Council, regarding CCTV cameras on street lights. It was 
highlighted that it was possible for Community Safety Partnerships to identify potential 
crime and ASB hotspot locations and to undertake surveys of lamp posts in relation to 
future installations of CCTV cameras. Additionally it was noted that on occasions 
cameras need to be installed quickly, and a request was made for the Environment and 
Transport department to explore whether it was possible to speed up the installation 
process when required.   
 

6. Declarations of interest  
 
The Chairman invited members who wished to do so to declare any interests in respect 
of items on the agenda for the meeting.  
 
No declarations were made. 
 

7. LSCSB Update: Leicestershire Youth Offending Service.  
 
The Board considered a report from Leicestershire Youth Offending Service which 
provided an update on their work. A copy of the report, marked ‘Agenda Item 7’, is filed 
with these minutes.  
 
The Board welcomed Charles Paul from the Youth Offending Service to the meeting for 
this item.  
 
Arising from discussions the following points were noted: 
 
(i) In relation to young people subject to various forms of exploitation the Youth 

Offending Teams intended to move away from a model where the people they dealt 
with were simply treated as criminals, towards a model where they were treated as 
victims, in a similar way that victims of Child Sexual Exploitation were treated. 
Whilst members endorsed this approach it was felt that more information was 
needed on the perpetrators of crimes particularly in relation to knife crime and drugs 
in order to better tackle the problem.  
 

(ii) A protocol was being developed to look at safeguarding children who were affected 
by serious youth violence, exploitation by serious and organised crime groups and 
gang activity. A member asked how close the protocol was to being implemented 
and Charles Paul agreed to check and inform members after the meeting.  

 
(iii) Whilst it was likely that there would be less resource for YOS prevention activity in 

future as a result of changes with Early Help, it was intended that the good work 
being carried out by YOS would continue.   

 
(iv) Many of the issues which led to young people getting involved in crime began at an 

age much earlier than the age of offender typically dealt with by YOS. Therefore it 
was important to address problems with young people as early as possible for 
example through the 0-19 Family Support Service. 
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RESOLVED: 
 
That the contents of the report be noted. 
 

8. Safer Communities Performance 2017/18 Quarter 4.  
 
The Board considered a report of Rik Basra, Community Safety Coordinator at 
Leicestershire County Council, the purpose of which was to update the Board regarding 
Safer Communities Performance for Quarter 4 of 2017/18. A copy of the report, marked 
‘Agenda Item 8’, is filed with these minutes.  
 
RESOLVED: 
 
That the contents of the report be noted. 
 
  

9. LSCSB Update: LCC Community Safety Agreement Refresh.  
 
The Board considered a report of Rik Basra regarding the requirement for the production 
of an annual Community Safety Agreement (CSA) and proposals for the format of the 
Leicestershire CSA. A copy of the report marked ‘Agenda Item 9’, is filed with these 
minutes. 
 
Members supported the proposals for the CSA and asked for further work on producing 
the final version to be carried out by the LSCSB Senior Officers Group. It was noted that 
production of the CSA was an opportunity to strengthen links between Community Safety 
Partnerships and Safeguarding Boards and to work more efficiently with regard to joint 
priorities. An additional benefit of the CSA work was that it provided an opportunity to link 
the websites of community safety partners to each other and make them more interactive 
so that they were of greater benefit to the general public.   
 
RESOLVED: 
 
(a) That the contents of the report be noted; 
 
(b) That the Board approves further work taking place to develop the CSA following the 

principles outlined in the report. 
 

10. LSCSB Update: Leicestershire & Rutland Safeguarding Adults Board and Local 
Safeguarding Children Board.  
 
The Board considered a report of the Leicestershire and Rutland Safeguarding Adults 
Board and the Local Safeguarding Children Board which provided an update on their 
work. A copy of the report, marked ‘Agenda Item 10’, is filed with these minutes.  
 
The Board welcomed Simon Westwood, Independent Chair, Leicestershire & Rutland 
Safeguarding Children Board, and Robert Lake, Independent Chair, Leicestershire and 
Rutland Safeguarding Adults Board to the meeting for this item.  
 
Arising from discussions the following points were noted: 
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(i) There were overlapping areas of work between Community Safety Partnerships and 
Safeguarding Boards and there needed to be clarity about the Governance 
arrangements and where accountability lay, but also there needed to be more joint 
working where appropriate. Although these meetings were created under different 
legislation they had common interests and priorities.  CSP Chairs welcomed greater 
links with the Safeguarding Boards and it was agreed that the Safeguarding 
Business Office would be asked to initiate the closer working. 
 

(ii) New legislation and guidance would be published on 29 June 2018 which would 
have a significant impact on the Safeguarding Children Board. The current structure 
for the Safeguarding Children Board would be abolished though there would be a 
duty for the three statutory partners; the County Council, Police and Clinical 
Commissioning Groups to put arrangements in place for protecting children.  

 
(iii) Consideration needed to be given to whether the current system for Domestic 

Homicide Reviews and Serious Case Reviews should continue. It was questioned 
how effectively the learning from the Reviews was fed through to District Councils. 
Chris Traill provided reassurance that Charnwood Borough Council did implement 
lessons learnt from Domestic Homicide Reviews, however she explained that 
difficulties occurred when the District council was not the lead agency. 

 
(iv) Greater clarity was required regarding the roles of the Child Sexual Exploitation 

(CSE) Hub and the Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence Executive. Simon 
Westwood was of the view that the Safeguarding Children Board could play a 
greater role with the CSE Hub. A review was being carried out into the governance 
structures around Domestic Abuse. In response to a question about Outreach 
workers it was explained that a significant amount of work was going on in schools 
to raise awareness and prevent CSE occurring.  Operation Encompass aimed to 
enhance communication between the police and schools where a child was at risk 
from domestic abuse and work was taking place in summer 2018 to refresh this 
project and particularly focus on problems with staff turnover.   

 
(v) Consideration needed to be given to whether Community Safety Partnerships could 

link in better with the work of the Young Person’s Advisory Group which was looking 
into issues such as digital safety and gangs.  

 
(vi) Robert Lake emphasised with regard to safeguarding adults that further work 

needed to be carried out to highlight to the general public the importance of 
inquiring into the wellbeing of people they know and raising concerns about people 
that may be vulnerable or at risk. There were tools already available for this purpose 
for example the College of Policing had produced a poster which raised awareness 
of neglect. Professionals in the community safety areas also needed to be reminded 
of the importance of asking additional questions beyond those relevant to their own 
area of work in order to identify underlying issues regarding the persons they dealt 
with. The Ambulance service had a key role to play here and it was noted that there 
was not a representative from EMAS at LSCSB meetings. 

 
(vii) Stef Douglas asked if it could be ensured that a representative from Leicestershire 

Fire and Rescue Service was invited to be on the Task and Finish group that was 
reviewing local thresholds for access to services. 
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RESOLVED: 
 
(a) That the contents of the report be noted; 
 
(b) That officers be requested to instigate closer working between Safeguarding Boards 

and Community Safety Partnerships. 
 

11. LSCSB UPDATE: Integrated Offender Management  
 
The Board considered a report of Detective Inspector Chris Barratt which provided an 
updated on the work of the Integrated Offender Management (IOM) team. A copy of the 
report, marked ‘Agenda Item 11’, is filed with these minutes.  
 
Arising from discussions the following points were noted: 
 
(i) It was explained that ‘Police only cases’ were where multi-agency involvement had 

recently ended or the individual had not yet received statutory intervention but was 
known to be involved with criminal activities such as associating with organised 
crime groups. 

 
(ii) IOM usually dealt with offenders who had been involved with offences such as theft 

(mainly retail crime), robbery or burglary. A lot of Domestic Abuse offenders had few 
previous convictions because often Domestic Abuse offences went unreported and 
it was hard to obtain a conviction without support from the victim.  

 
(iii) IOM worked in conjunction with the Jenkins Centre in Leicester which helped 

people using abusive behaviour in their relationships make changes. 
 
(iv) In response to a question from a member regarding how IOM could work more 

efficiently with local authorities, Chris Barrett acknowledged that there could be 
closer working and offered to consider this further. Communities could play a 
greater role in tackling offending and this was why Leicestershire Police had put 
more emphasis on Neighbourhood Policing. Members were pleased that IOM 
appeared to also be moving towards a neighbourhood model rather than being 
centrally driven. 

 
(v) Carolyn Maclean of the National Probation Service provided some reassurance that 

in individual cases the NPS and CRC did liaise with local authorities, however it was 
acknowledged that on a strategic level more could be done to liaise with local 
authorities. The governance arrangements for probation services were being 
reviewed and consideration was being given to merging the governance of IOM and 
MAPPA.  

 
RESOLVED: 
 
That the contents of the report be noted. 
 

12. Cyber Crime Partnership.  
 
The Board considered a report of Superintendent Shane O’Neill which provided an 
update on ongoing work in Leicestershire to tackle cybercrime. A copy of the report, 
marked ‘Agenda Item 12’, is filed with these minutes, as is a copy of the presentations 
slides which Superintendent O’Neill covered at the meeting. 
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Arising from the presentation the following points were noted: 
 
(i) The Cyber Crime Partnership included four Community Safety Partnerships and 

representatives from health services. Mina Bhavsar raised the issue of engagement 
with Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) and stated that she would take the 
issue to the governance leads within the Leicestershire CCGs.  

 
(ii) Many of the perpetrators of cyber crimes were based outside of the United Kingdom 

which meant apprehending them was difficult therefore it was important to focus 
efforts on working with communities to raise awareness of cybercrime and prevent 
people becoming victims. 

 
(iii) An increasing amount of fraud offences were being carried out online; currently over 

half of the total fraud offences.  
 

(iv) Many businesses did not report cybercrime as they did not want to risk reputational 
damage therefore the figures for cybercrime could be even higher than was 
recorded.  

 
(v) The greatest threat with regards cybercrime came from an organisation’s own staff 

either purposefully or inadvertently breaching security, for example inserting an 
unsafe memory stick into a network computer. 

 
(vi) The importance of I.T. departments regularly updating their systems to include new 

security features was stressed. Where patches were available for fixing security 
vulnerabilities these should be shared as widely as possible throughout 
organisations. 

 
(vii) Free expert advice was available from the Get Safe Online resource. Partners were 

offered the opportunity to use this resource as they thought best. 
 

(viii) There was a need to provide diversionary activities for youngsters that were 
tempted to get involved with online crimes. There was an opportunity to put the 
knowledge of these people to good use by using them to advise others of the pitfalls 
of being online.  

 
(ix) In order to convince partners to take action regarding cybercrime it was suggested 

that at a future LSCSB meeting those present could be asked to provide an update 
on the work they had done within their organisations. 

 
RESOLVED: 
 
a) That the contents of the report be noted; 
 
b) That the online advice provided to communities accessing online services and by 

the free ‘Getsafeonline’ portal funded for Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland be 
supported; 

 
c) That the commission of an IT provision workshop for all partners to allow for an 

assessment of the threats seen across LLR be supported; 
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d) That the education of staff on their own personal online security that translates into 
good practice in the work place be supported; 

 
e) That the evidenced based development of targeted Cyber protection messages to 

SME within communities be supported.  
 

13. Strategic Partnership Board Update.  
 
The Board received an oral update from the Chief Executive at the OPCC Paul Hindson 
on proposed developments of the Strategic Partnership Board (SPB) including a new 
work strand called People Zones.  
 
As part of the presentation the following points were highlighted: 
 
(i) The way the SPB operated was being restructured to ensure that it operated to its 

maximum potential. In future the focus would be on driving cross-agency work to 
address behaviours that harm the local community so this would be a wider remit 
than just crime and would also cover health and community safety generally.  

 
(ii) Three localities had been identified as suitable to be People Zones; one was in the 

Leicester City area and two were in the Leicestershire County area. The work in the 
Zones would build on the experience of existing projects, address the problems of 
reactive demand, draw on the resources of community assets and potentially 
provide benefits to all participating agencies. No additional funding was being 
invested in the People Zones. It was intended that the People Zones would be self-
sustainable and rely on existing infrastructure and resources such as Local Area 
Co-ordinators and Integrated Locality Teams. A toolkit was being created for the 
People Zones to guide best practice.  

 
(iii) An important area to focus on was ensuring that vulnerable individuals had 

resilience in their own personal network so that they could be provided with support 
at times of need. 

 
(iv) The Police and Crime Commissioner hoped that PCCs nationally could play a 

greater role in overseeing the probation services and he was liaising with the 
Ministry of Justice and the Association of Police and Crime Commissioners in that 
regard.  

 
RESOLVED: 
 
That the contents of the update be noted. 
 

14. Turning Point Substance Misuse Service.  
 
The Board considered a report of Turning Point which provided an update on the delivery 
of its contract over the first two years. A copy of the report, marked ‘Agenda Item 14’, is 
filed with these minutes. 
 
It was noted that a report had been completed which provided an annual analysis at 
district level of persons in receipt of substance misuse treatment and this report would be 
circulated to members. The report would state the numbers of people in treatment and 
the substances they were being treated in relation to. Members asked if they could 
receive this report more regularly such as on a quarterly basis however it was explained 
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that a quarterly report would include such small numbers that some data would have to 
be excluded so that the persons the data related to could not be identified. Therefore the 
report would be less useful than the annual version. Furthermore, it was extremely 
resource intensive to produce the data at district level and careful consideration would 
need to be given to whether this was the best use of resources. In response members 
asked if at least they could be provided with an indication of trends rather than specific 
numbers so they could target resources appropriately.  
 
RESOLVED: 
 
That the contents of the report be noted. 
 

15. Date of the next meeting  
 
It was agreed that the next meeting of the Board would take place on 28 September 2018 
at 10:00am. 
 

10.00 am - 12.20 pm CHAIRMAN 
15 June 2018 
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LEICESTERSHIRE SAFER COMMUNITIES STRATEGY BOARD  
 

1 OCTOBER 2018 
 

SAFER COMMUNITIES PERFORMANCE 2018/19 QUARTER 1 
 
Introduction 
 
1. The purpose of this report is to update the Leicestershire Safer Communities 

Strategy Board (LSCSB) regarding Safer Communities performance for 
2018/19 Q1. The Safer Communities dashboard is shown at Appendix 1. 

 
2. The dashboard shows the performance of each key performance indicator 

(KPI). It includes rolling 12 months trend data, collated comparative data 
showing most similar group (MSG) ranking and, more locally, charts showing 
how district councils compare. 

  
 
Overall Performance Summary 
 
3. Burglary and vehicle crime KPI’s have started to show a positive downward 

trend with rates lower in the current rolling 12 months. Violence with injury and 
total crime has continued their increasing trend. Most categories are 
performing in line with or lower than the regional average, (paragraph 8-12).  
 

4. The Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) indicator is drawn from a question in the 
Community Based Survey (CBS), ‘the % of people that agree that ASB has 
decreased or stayed the same’ this shows public perceptions regarding ASB 
levels are on a sustained downward trend, (paragraph 21). 
 

5. Hate incident reporting at 0.78 incidents per thousand is similar to the 
previous rolling 12 months (0.76).  
 

6. Under the ‘reducing reoffending’ section data provided by Derbyshire, 
Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire and Rutland Community Rehabilitation 
Company (DNLR CRC) has been introduced into the report (paragraph 14-
16). The intention is to supplement the IOM data. 

 
7. Performance with regard to each priority is outlined below. 

 
Ongoing Reductions in Crime 
 
8. Residential Burglary rates have shown a decreasing trend since Jan 2018 

with rates in-line with the regional average. A change in the way Domestic 
Burglary is classified means a year on year comparison is not possible. 
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9. The offence rate for all Burglary, i.e. both residential and commercial 
burglaries, is 7.3 per 1000 population. This is a 0.35% reduction on the 
previous rolling 12 months; the current rate is in-line with the regional 
average.  

 
10. Vehicle crime incorporates theft of vehicle, theft from vehicle & vehicle 

interference. There was a peak in vehicle crime in October 2017, since then 
there has been a positive decreasing trend. The current rolling 12 months has 
4% fewer vehicle offences than the previous rolling 12 months. The current 
rate per 1000 population is 7.79 just slightly higher than the regional average 
of 7.4.  
 

11. The upward trend in violence with injury rates is continuing with 5.06 offences 
per 1000 population. This is a 22% increase on the previous rolling 12 
months.  Increases have been seen nationally; to add context, Leicestershire 
is well below the regional average of 8.5 offences per 1000 population. 
 

12. In summary, reported crime in Leicestershire County in 2018/19 is continuing 
its upward trend with an overall year on year increase of 14%. The increasing 
trend follows the regional trend. The current rate is 61 crimes per 1000 
population which is better than regional average of 72 crimes per 1000 
population. 
 

 
Reducing Re-offending 

 
13. Integrated Offender Management (IOM) data monitors the Leicester, 

Leicestershire and Rutland wide overall reoffending rate amongst a 
representative cohort of offenders (163); performance is measured annually 
and separate county figures are no longer produced. The percentage 
reduction in reoffending has shown a slight improvement with the 2014/15 
figure sitting at 40%, a 2015/16 figure of 41% and a current rolling 12 month 
figure of 41.8% reduction. IOM reoffending data has remained relatively static 
and has limitations and as such additional indicators have been explored. 
  

14. DLNR CRC has developed the ‘Reoffending Analysis Tool’ (RAT) which as a 
supplementary data source may aid better understanding of reoffending 
performance.  There are caveats surrounding the data, the most significant 
being that data is extracted from the CRC database nDelius, and not from the 
PNC. The data should therefore be treated as indicative rather than definitive.  
 

15. The RAT re-offending rate for the most recently terminated cohort (closed in 
June 18) for Leicestershire is 39.81%. As a comparison the rate in 
Nottinghamshire is 40.74% and in Derbyshire 39.09%.  
 

16. Additionally RAT analysis reveals some notable trends:  

 In LLR the female re-offending rate (38.1%) is higher than male 
offenders (37.3%), Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire have similar 
trends.   
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 The 25-34 age group had the highest re-offending rate at 37.7% 
although this is below the predicated rate of 41.9%.   

 Re-offending by offence type highlighted that Criminal Damage 
perpetrators re-offended above the expected rate at 39.2% with all 
other offence types being below the expected re-offending rate.   

 Considering IOM scheme targeting, offence types of burglary saw a 
39.2% re-offending rate.  Theft non-motor had the highest re-
offending rate at 58.0%.   

 When profiling cases there is a clear indication that those who are 
homeless, misuse substances and are unemployed are at an 
increased risk of reoffending. 

 Those who self-classify as ‘Non BAME’ offend at a lower rate than 
those who do not. 

 
17. With regard to the number of first time entrants (FTE) into the criminal justice 

system aged 10-17 the yearly cumulative total was a notable 104 FTE’s, 
which is the lowest recorded since 2005. This performance was a significant 
decrease of 22 FTEs (17.5%) when compared 126 FTE’s for yearly 
cumulative for the same period last year (2016/2017). Over the previous three 
years the yearly cumulative FTE totals were, 190 in 2014/15, 124 in 2015/16, 
and 126 in 2016/17. Future yearly cumulative FTE performance is likely to 
level out.  
 

18. The April to December 2017 local re-offending rate was 0.60. This is a slight 
reduction in performance of 0.02 points when compared with the same period 
last year (0.58). 
  

Repeat Victimisation and Vulnerable Victims 
 
19. The rolling 12 month figure as at March 2018 for Repeat Multi Agency Risk 

Assessment Conference (MARAC) referrals is at 34%. This is an increase of 
4% on the previous rolling 12 months although still within the SafeLives 
recommended threshold of between 28% and 40%.   

 
20. There were 945 referrals to United Against Violence and Abuse (UAVA) in 

2017/18. This is 129 less referrals than in 2016/17 to UAVA.  
 
 

Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) and Satisfaction 
 

21. In 2017/18 the Community Based Survey (CBS) was recommissioned with a 
new question set agreed. The question used to assess perceptions of ASB 
going forward: is “% of people that agree ASB has decreased or stayed the 
same”.   
 

22. In Q1 80.1% of respondents agreed that ASB had decreased or remained the 
same. This value is down 10% on the comparable value in Q1 2017/18. The 
established quarter response to this question is usually between 92% and 
97% the current figure therefore shows a sustained and marked downward 
trend in this KPI. 
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Preventing terrorism and radicalisation 
 
23. Hate incident reporting at 0.78 incidents per thousand is similar to the 

previous rolling 12 months (0.76).  69% were racial in nature and 13% were 
due to sexual orientation. Numbers remain relatively low.  
 
 

Recommendations  
 
24. The Board notes the 2018/19 Q1 performance information. 
 
Officers to Contact  
 
Rik Basra 
Community Safety Coordinator 
Tel: 0116 3050619 
E-mail: rik.basra@leics.gov.uk 
 
Appendices 
Appendix 1- Safer Communities Performance Dashboard Quarter 1, 2018/19 
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Outcomes
Overall 

Progress 
RAG

Supporting Indicators  Year end updated        
(2017-18)

Current Year                  
Q1 rolling 12month           

(2018-19)

Current 
Direction of 

Travel
Progress

Nearest 
Neighbour 

Comparison

County 
Comparison District Comparison

Total Crime rate (per 1,000 population) 60.00 61.30 A 4/9 Top

 B      C     H     HB     M   NW    O

Residential Burglary rate (per 1,000 population)¹ 5.11 4.90 A 6/9 Average

 B      C     H     HB     M   NW    O

Burglary Rate (Includes residential, business & community) 7.67 7.29 A 5/9 Average

 B      C     H     HB     M   NW    O

Vehicle Crime rate (per 1,000 population) 8.31 7.79 A 6/9 Average

 B      C     H     HB     M   NW    O

Violence with Injury rate (per 1,000 population) 4.90 5.06 A 2/9 Top

 B      C     H     HB     M   NW    O

% Reduction in offending by IOM & PPO Offenders 41% 42.8% G -
 

 

Rate of re-offending by young offenders                                                 
(local data, Leics&Rutland)

0.58                 
April 16- Dec 16

0.6                        
April 17- Dec 17

G -

 

Number of first time entrants to the criminal justice system 
aged 10 - 17 (Leics& rutland) 126 104 G Top

 B      C     H     HB     M   NW    O

% of domestic violence cases reviewed at MARAC that are 
repeat incidents

30%                  
Jan-Dec 17

34%                  
2017/18

G  -

Number of UAVA referrals to domestic abuse support services 
(adults). From December 2015  includes sexual violence 
referrals. 

1074 945 G  -  
NEW - % of people that agree ASB has decreased or stayed 
the same. 80.7% 80.1% A -

 
 B      C     H     HB     M   NW    O

  

 A Reported hate incidents (per 1,000 population) 0.80 0.78 G -

  B      C     H     HB     M   NW    O

¹ Domestic Burglary is now known as  "Burglary Residential"  due to  HO reclassification 

Appendix 1 - Safer Communities Performance Dashboard Quarter 1, 2018/19

A

Prevent people from being drawn into terrorism 
with a focus on working in partnership to reduce 
the risk of radicalisation

Protect and support the most vulnerable in 
communities

Continue to reduce anti-social behaviour G

G

Ongoing reductions in crime

Reduce offending and re-offending G
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LEICESTERSHIRE SAFER COMMUNITIES STRATEGY BOARD 

1 OCTOBER 2018  

LSCSB UPDATE: LCC COMMUNITY SAFETY AGREEMENT 

REFRESH 

 
Introduction 
 
1. The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (C&DA) places a statutory requirement for 

the production of an annual ‘Community Safety Agreement’ (CSA).  It sets out 
how the police, local authorities, fire and rescue authorities, probation service 
and health intend to work together to reduce crime and disorder in their 
communities.  

 
2. The CSA requirement and the proposed update process was presented and 

approved at the last Board with development directed through Senior Officer 
Group. This paper outlines CSA development so far and next steps. 

 
 
CSA Development 
 
3. As presented and approved at the last Board the intention is to adopt a 

statutorily compliant web-based single page ‘live’ document.  
 
4. On the face of it the CSA may appear a simple format, however, with relevant 

hyperlinks it will form a comprehensive web-portal and single reference point 
for users. The principles underpinning its development are reprised below: 

  
a. Simple layout- ‘Plan on a Page’ Lengthy documents seldom get read 

and there are CSA examples nationally that utilise this format.  
b. Public facing- A simple ‘easy read’ document without jargon. 
c. Legitimate- Adhere to the statutory requirement. 
d. A living document- A web based document demonstrating the 

resilience in our services and agencies which can be updated as 
changes/developments require. 

e. Interactive- Explore the possibility of linking to partnership social media 
links and partner consultation portals. 

f. Signposting the public- Provide clear explanation and linking around 
priority setting, strategy and action. 

g. Showcase what we deliver. 
 

5. The rudimentary CSA template presented at the last Board has been 
developed and various fields populated with content. Hyperlinks to relevant 
partnership webpages and strategic documents have been identified and will be 
incorporated at design stage. The latest iteration is attached at appendix 1.  
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Next Steps 
 
6. Work is currently underway to: 

 
a. Format & Design: The current Excel format will be converted to PDF 

and design work has been commissioned to develop and produce a 
professional public facing document. 
 

b. Web-hosting: The intention is to host the CSA on the LCC website, 
specifically on the page dedicated to the Board and the ‘Community 
Safety’. Preparatory work is underway to facilitate this. 

 
c. Technical: Most of the required hyperlinks have been identified and will 

be inserted following format and design. As a ‘live document’ these will 
require ongoing update as links and documents change or come into 
existence. 

 

A review of the approach in formulating the CSA excepted, as a ‘live 

document’ with timely updates the CSA in the proposed format should remain 

‘current’, negating the requirement for annual refresh.  

 
Recommendations for the Board 
 
7. That the Board:  

 
(a) notes the content of the report; 

 
(b) approves continued work to develop the CSA.  

 
Officer to Contact  
 
Rik Basra 
Community Safety Coordinator 
Tel: 0116 3050619 
E-mail: rik.basra@leics.gov.uk 
 
Appendices 
Appendix 1- Community Safety Agreement (CSA) Draft Template V6 
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District Partners and Their Strategies Responsible Agencies and Their Strategies

NPS CRC

East West

Melton                                   FB / Twitter

Satisfaction Surveys

Local Scrutiny

Charnwood                       FB / Twitter               

NW Leics                            FB / Twitter

Hinckley & Bosworth   FB / Twitter

Blaby                                     FB / Twitter

Oadby & Wigston           FB / Twitter

Market Harbourough   FB/ Twitter

(click on link)

Knife & Gun Crime

Cyber Security

Health (CCG)

Office of Police & Crime Commissioner

Leicestershire County Community Safety Agreement : Facilitating Effcetive and Efficient Community Safety

Increase confidence/reporting of hate incidentsOadby and Wigston - 2017-20

Maximising                 Partnership                   Potential

       Minimum Standards

National Strategies and Priorities

(click on link)(Click on Link)

Common Themes & Shared Priorities

Charnwood - 2017-20

North West - 2017-20

Being Viable and adding Value

       Building Community Capacity

Facilitating Scrutiny and Oversite

Modern Crime Prevention Strategy 2016

Leicestershire Police

LFRS

How We Are Accountable

Reduce crime and fear of crime

Developing and Supporting

    Developing and Supporting our PeopleReduce harm from alcohol & substance misuse

Viable Partnerships, Visible Policing, Victim Services, Vulenrability Protection and Value For Money

Local Authories see first column

Key Stakeholders

Crown Prosecution Service (CPS)

Assoc. LA's

We will deliver our partnership work through local joint action.                                                      

       Developing Information Sharing(click on link)

(click on links) 

Leicester City Council 2016-17

Take a Survey

Read about volunteering

Contact your partenrship

Social Media Links

Rutland CC 2017-20

LSCSB Board Documents

(Click to see the Plan)                                                                                   Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner (OPCC) Crime Plan - Underpinning and supporting community safety across Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland - 

Performance Dashboard

Police Vision 2025

HO Serious Violence Stategy 2018

Embedding Problem Solving

Supporting Perfomance

How You Can Contribute

CSE / Cyber Bullying: Reduce risk of harm to young people 

Increase reporting of domestic abuse

Hinckley and Bosworth 2017-20

Blaby - 2017-20

Market Harborough 2017-20

Melton 2017-20

LSCSB Performance Documents

Performance Report

       Digital Communications & Engagement

Reduce incidence and impact of ASB

Identify & Protect the most Vulnerable

Drugs & Gangs(County Lines)

Integrated Offender Management

Drugs 

Human Trafficking

Domestic Abuse

Manageing Sex Offenders

National Crime Prevention Strategy

National Cyber Security Strategy

Probation

Toolkits to be added

Supporting Evidence Based Practice 

VAL VA Rutland

Leics Joint Health & Wellbeing Board

Effectivey counsulting and engaging to inform priority setting

We will build legitamacy in our communities by maintaining a presence and communicating our work                                                                                                          

We will develop Minimum standards across our community safety partenrships

We will ensure that we continually develop our approaches

We will invest in our communities building capacity and focusing on prevention 

Supporting the PCC Plan by being
Efficient

Supporting the PCC Plan by being
Effective
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https://dlnrcrc.co.uk/
https://leics.police.uk/categories/_knife-crime
https://leics.police.uk/categories/cyber-crime
https://www.leics.pcc.police.uk/Our-Work/Community-Safety.aspx
https://www.oadby-wigston.gov.uk/files/documents/oadby_and_wigston_community_safety_partnership_strategic_plan_2017_2020/Oadby %26 Wigston CSP - Strategic Plan 2017-2020.pdf
https://www.charnwood.gov.uk/files/documents/csp_partnership_plan_2017_2020/CSP Partnership Plan 2017 2020 %282%29 %282%29.pdf
https://www.nwleics.gov.uk/files/documents/safer_north_west_community_safety_partnership_strategy_2017_2020/Community Safety Strategy 2017-20.pdf
http://www.eelga.gov.uk/documents/conferences/2017/20 march 2017 safer communities/richard_jolley_and_katie_aston_ppt.pdf
https://leics.police.uk/
http://www.leicestershire-fire.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/community-safety-strategy-2016.pdf
https://www.leicester.gov.uk/your-council/policies-plans-and-strategies/public-safety/safer-leicester-partnership/
https://www.rutland.gov.uk/my-community/community-safety/community-safety-strategy/
http://politics.leics.gov.uk/ieListMeetings.aspx?CommitteeId=1032
https://www.leics.pcc.police.uk/DOCUMENT-LIBRARY/Planning-and-Money/Police-and-Crime-Plan/2017-2021/Police-and-Crime-Plan-2017-2021.pdf
http://politics.leics.gov.uk/documents/s138278/Appendix 1 Safer dashboard 2017-18 Q4.pdf
http://www.npcc.police.uk/documents/policing vision.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/698009/serious-violence-strategy.pdf
https://www.hinckley-bosworth.gov.uk/downloads/file/4294/community_safety_strategy_2014-2017
http://blaby.gov.uk/about-the-council/strategies-plans-policies/corporate-plans-and-strategies/community-safety-partnership/
https://www.harborough.gov.uk/directory_record/2265/community_safety_partnership_plans
http://www.melton.gov.uk/info/200340/community_safety
http://politics.leics.gov.uk/documents/s138277/2 - LSCSB Performance 2017-18_Q4 - report.pdf
http://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/publications/832-county-lines-violence-exploitation-and-drug-supply-2017/file
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/406868/IOM_Key_Principles_refresh_supplement_final.pdf
https://leics.police.uk/advice-and-information/information-zone/drugs-and-alcohol
https://leics.police.uk/contact-us/faq/Q971
https://leics.police.uk/advice-and-information/victims-witnesses/domestic-abuse
https://leics.police.uk/advice-and-information/information-zone/child-sex-offender-disclosure-scheme
http://www.npcc.police.uk/documents/crime/2016/Final A4 National Policing Crime Prevention Strategy.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-cyber-security-strategy-2016-to-2021
http://www.valonline.org.uk/
https://www.varutland.org.uk/
https://www.leicestershire.gov.uk/sites/default/files/field/pdf/2016/10/11/Leics JHWS 2017-22v2.pdf
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LEICESTERSHIRE SAFER COMMUNITIES STRATEGY BOARD 

1 OCTOBER 2018  

LSCSB UPDATE: LLR STRATEGY STATEMENT FOR TACKLING 

HATE / ACTION PLANS & LLR HATE CRIME COMMUNICATION 

STRATEGY  

Background  
 

1. The purpose of this report is to present the attached partnership LLR Strategy 
Statement for Tackling Hate (Appendix A) and related action plans which 
provide an overview of the work that will be delivered over the next three years. 

 
2. These plans have been developed in partnership with Leicestershire County 

Council, the county’s seven District and Borough Councils, Leicester City 
Council, Rutland County Council and Leicestershire Police in order to ensure 
as partners we are delivering a consistent approach to tackling hate incidents 
and crimes across Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland (LLR). 

 
3. The Strategy Statement outlines our joint vision and links the identified priority 

areas to the key themes within the Leicestershire Police & Crime Plan 2017 – 
21. The priorities within the LLR Hate Action Plan 2018-21 (Appendix C) have 
been identified as; raising awareness, improving our response, re-assuring 
communities and cyber hate crime.  

 
4. In order to focus partnership delivery, two more targeted annual action plans 

have been developed for 2018–19 around communication and under reporting. 
These plans are outlined in Appendix D – Communication 2018-19 and 
Appendix E – Under Reporting 2018-19. Once work has commenced on these 
two action plans, a further plan will be developed to focus on community 
cohesion. 

 
5. The LLR Hate Crime Communication Strategy (Appendix B) provides an 

agreed communication framework  which the local authorities across LLR and 
Leicestershire Police will work to when promoting messages or supporting 
campaigns across the sub-region.  

 
Notable developments and challenges: 
 
Past Year 
 
6. Notable achievements / developments across LLR in tackling hate 

include:  
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 Partners continue to link in with the National Hate Crime Week, which is 
co-ordinated across LLR with joined up messages and awareness events. 

 Links have been established with schools and Teaching Alliances across 
the county to generate support in promoting hate awareness in schools.   

 LLR partners have developed a Diversity Workshop pack for primary 
schools KS1 (years 3-6) to ensure a consistent approach is taken when 
raising awareness within schools.    

 An E-Learning Hate training package was developed for local authority 
staff across LLR. 

 A productive workshop was held which helped to provide information and 
ideas for a more focussed task and finish group with LLR partners and 
voluntary and community groups. This work was used to help identify key 
areas of work for the 2018-21 LLR Hate Action Plans.  

 
 
7. Notable challenges that have been identified following the workshop 

meeting in February 2018 include:  
  

 Leicestershire Police identified a level of ‘normalisation’ around being a 
victim of hate i.e. that for some victims it has become a part of everyday 
life which they feel they have to accept, this can lead to underreporting.  

 We need to gain a clearer undertaking of who makes up our communities 
across LLR. This will help in determining their needs and help identify 
actions that need addressing when responding to community tensions or 
community cohesion. This level of information / intelligence gathering is 
essential when responding to the questions within the Counter Terrorism 
Local Profiling (CTLP).   

 As partners, we need to better support local reporting centres to champion 
their role within their community, as well as ensuring they are fit for 
purpose and effective.     

 Currently we do not have a consistent approach across LLR to monitor 
outcomes and look at victim satisfaction / experience.  

 There is currently no consistent approach across LLR JAGs to review 
repeat hate victims. 

 
Coming Year    
 
8. The 2018-19 Communication and Under Reporting Action Plans have 

embedded a number of the above challenges to be actioned in the coming year 
and a further plan will be developed by January 2019 to consider those issues 
related to community cohesion and tension. These action plans will enable 
partners across LLR to measure performance against each action. 

 
9. The National Hate Crime Awareness Week (NHCAW) will take place this year 

from 13th October – 21st October. The LLR Hate Crime Communication 
Strategy will provide direction to all partners on how we disseminate publicity to 
support and promote our local campaign messages across the sub region in 
line with the NHCAW and other relevant campaigns.   
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Key partnership matters 
 
Definition of Hate incidents and Crimes  
 
10. A proposal is made to the partners across LLR to agree the hate definition in 

Appendix A, this includes the five nationally monitored categories; disability, 
race, religion/belief, sexual orientation, transgender, as well as a category for 
‘any other perceived difference’. This would be in line with Leicestershire 
Constabulary’s recording of hate.       

 
LLR Hate Action Plans  
 
11. The LLR Hate Action Plan 2018-21 (Appendix C) has been developed to 

include the key themes and priorities outlined in the LLR Strategy Statement for 
Tackling Hate (Appendix A). The actions within it are overarching and broad in 
order to meet the needs of the diverse communities within LLR. In order to 
provide a more focussed approach for delivery against actions within the three 
year plan, two more targeted action plans have been developed for 2018-19 
(Appendix D and Appendix E). A further plan will be developed by January 
2019 to consider those issues related to community cohesion and tensions. 

 
Performance Monitoring  
 
12. Accountability for the monitoring of this strategy and action plan will be held by 

the LLR Senior Officer Group.    
 
13. Delivery of the LLR Action Plan will be through the Hate and Prevent Delivery 

Group.    
 
14. Update reports on the action plan will be provided to the local Community 

Safety Partnerships across the LLR and the LLR Senior Officer Group. 
 
Recommendations for the Board 
 
15. It is recommended that the Board:   
 

  (a) Notes the contents of this report;  
 

  (b) Supports and agrees the proposal to adopt the categories for hate 
reporting, as summarised in section 10 above and Appendix A, section 2.2 
and 2.3.   

 
  (c) Agree the performance monitoring mechanism set out in paragraphs 12-

14.  
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Officers to Contact  
 
Sally Johnson  
Community Safety Team Manager 
Community Safety Team  
Children and Family Services  
Tel: 0116 3052265 
sally.johnson@leics.gov.uk  
 
 
Anita Chavda  
Community Safety Officer (Lead on Hate and Prevent SPOC) 
Community Safety Team  
Children and Family Services  
Tel: 0116 3057662 
anita.chavda@leics.gov.uk 
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          APPENDIX A 

 

LEICESTER, LEICESTERSHIRE, RUTLAND AND POLICE  

STRATEGY STATEMENT FOR TACKLING HATE    

1. Introduction  

1.1 This strategy brings together key organisations across Leicester, 

Leicestershire and Rutland (LLR) including; Leicestershire County Council, 

the county’s seven District and Borough Councils, Leicester City Council, 

Rutland County Council, Leicestershire Police and Local Health Services in 

response to hate incidents and hate crime to ensure a consistent approach 

across the sub region.   

2. Background 

2.2 The Home Office’s ‘Action Against Hate’ report 2016 details: 
 

‘A crime that is motivated by hostility on the grounds of race, religion, sexual 
orientation, disability or transgender identity can be classed as a hate crime.’  
 

2.3 Within LLR we record incidents and crimes against these five categories, as 
well as including a category for ‘any other perceived difference’ in order to 
align with Leicestershire Police’s recording of hate. Detailed below are the 
differences between hate incidents and crimes. 

 
Hate Incident  
Any non-crime incident which is perceived by the victim or any other person, 
to be motivated by hostility or prejudice based on a person’s actual or 
perceived disability, race, religion/belief, sexual orientation, transgender.   

 
 Some examples of hate incidents:     

 A person receives a threatening letter which they feel have been motivated 

by their disability.  

 Someone overhears language they think is racist. 

 A person leaving a gay bar, may be verbally abused and perceive it was 

motivated by homophobia whether or not that person is gay.    

Hate Crime  
Any criminal offence which is perceived by the victim or any other person, to 
be motivated by hostility or prejudice based on a person’s actual or perceived 
disability, race, religion/belief, sexual orientation, transgender.   
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 Some examples of hate crime: 
 

 An offender shouts racist abuse whilst physically assaulting a person 
 

 A Synagogue has swastika’s painted on the door and windows smashed.  
 

 
2.4 Research indicates that hate incidents and hate crimes can cause greater 

psychological harm than other types of crime with a much greater and longer 

lasting effect on the victim, victim’s family and communities.  Leicestershire 

Police are the lead agency for the investigations of hate crimes, it is important 

to recognise that no one single agency can effectively tackle hate incidents 

and crimes alone.   

2.5 Whilst great strides have been made in tackling hate incidents and crimes, 

these continue to be underreported.  Findings from the 2012 – 2014 research 

conducted by Leicester Hate Crime Project highlighted that only a quarter of 

respondents stated that they had reported their most recent experience of 

hate crime to the Police.  

3. Our Vision: 

3.1 To ensure that people are aware of how they can report hate incidents and 

crimes; confident that they will receive appropriate support and advice. We 

aim to do this by: 

 Providing a consistent response across Leicester City, Leicestershire County 

and Rutland County areas.   

 Ensuring victims and witness are supported   

 Holding perpetrators to account for their behaviour 

 Working with partners to provide a coordinated response, to promote 

community cohesion and respect difference within communities  

4. Themes and Priorities  

4.1 The themes of this Strategy mirror the key themes within the Leicestershire 

Police and Crime Plan 2017-21, which are: 

- To enhance Leicestershire Police’s response to hate crime 

- To improve user experience and increase satisfaction 

- To support and influence the development of effective partnership working 

and campaigns 
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- To ensure effective monitoring of performance and baseline 

- To capture and review emerging good practice and evidence based policing 

for hate crime.  

4.2 The 2018-21 priorities for this strategy have been identified as: 

- Raising awareness 

- Improving our response 

- Re-assuring & strengthening communities 

- Cyber Hate Crime  

5. Action Plans  

5.1 An LLR Hate Action Plan linked to the key themes and priorities has been 

developed for 2018-21. The actions within the plan are overarching and broad 

to meet the needs of our diverse communities across LLR. To address actions 

within the three year plan, two more targeted plans around communication 

and under reporting have been developed for 2018-19. Once work has 

commenced on these action plans we shall begin to develop a plan to focus 

on community cohesion.  

6. Performance Monitoring      

6.1 Accountability for the monitoring of this strategy and action plan will be held 

by the LLR Senior Officer Group.    

6.3 Delivery of the LLR Action Plan will be through the Hate and Prevent Delivery 

Group.    

6.4 Update reports on the action plan will be provided to the local Community 

Safety Partnerships across LLR and via the Senior Officer Group.  
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Background 
 

 

Hate incidents and hate crimes do not simply injure the victim or damage their property but can and 

often do have an effect on whole families, the wider community and society as a whole. Research 

both locally and national indicates that hate incidents and hate crimes can cause greater 

psychological harm than other types of crime with a much greater and longer lasting effect on those 

involved. 

 

Whilst Leicestershire Police are the lead agency in investigations of hate crimes, no single agency 

can effectively tackle hate incidents and hate crimes alone, partnership working is vital in responding 

to incidents of hate.  

 

Leicestershire Police, Leicestershire County Council, the 7 District and Borough Councils, Leicester 

City Council, Rutland County Council and the local NHS have produced a Leicester Leicestershire 

and Rutland strategy statement for tackling hate and action plan to ensure a consistent approach 

across the sub region. 

 

Aims 
 
The aims of this strategy are; 
 

 Encourage reporting of hate crime, particularly among hard to reach communities 

 To ensure that our work on Hate Crime is positively reported in the media 

 To ensure all officers, staff and partners are updated when changes are made to processes 
or procedures around hate crime 

 To raise awareness among the public and partners of what constitutes a hate crime or hate 
incident, and ways to report 

 
How will we achieve this? 
 
We will ensure that Leicestershire Police and partners are working consistently and collaboratively 
across all Hate Crime communications. 
 
 
Agreed actions 
 

 Create and maintain a hate crime calendar to allow forward planning for all hate crime 
partnership events and communications 

 Agree a single point of contact for enquiries from media for stats around hate crime who will 
then work with relevant partners to ensure that correct figures are quoted 

 A consistent tagline for communications explaining how to report hate crime to be developed 

 A hate crime comms list for partners to be maintained. Partners are responsible for updating 
the list owner 

 List of Twitter accounts  

 A common hashtag to be agreed to link all of our communications 

 Use new communication channels to reach a wider audience – look into the creation of a 
Stamp It Out Instagram account and increase use of Snapchat 
 
 

Media Strategy 
 
Unless otherwise agreed, Leicestershire Police will lead on media activity around hate crime. Calls 
should be directed to the Media Relations Team on 0116 2228484. 
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Audience 

The three audiences to be targeted by this communications strategy are: 

 Internal 

 External   

 Key stakeholders  

Audiences can be segmented through specialist skills and interests, ages, gender, location and 
nationality. This will determine the most appropriate communication products in order to raise 
awareness and increase reporting of hate crime and hate incidents within LLR. 
 
Internal Audience 
 
The internal audience comprises those who work for Leicestershire Police, Leicestershire County 
Council, the 7 Districts and Borough Councils, Leicester City Council, Rutland County Council (LLR),  
and Local Health Services associated with hate crime. 
 
This audience is best targeted through internal internet (intranet), internal newsletters, emails and 
websites.  

 
External Audience 
 
The external audience comprises of the diverse communities of Leicester, Leicester and Rutland who 
may not only be experiencing hate incidents and hate crimes but witnessing them within the 
neighbourhoods.  
 
Generating the media’s support for proactive/ positive work around hate crime is crucial if this strategy 
is to achieve its aim. Social media and website updates are also major channels of communication to 
an external audience. 
 
Stakeholders 
 
The stakeholders of the project are not only a key audience, but they could become important 
advocates of the schemes. 

 
They include, but are not limited to: 
 

 Local authorities including County, City, District / Borough and Parish Councils 

 Local councillors 

 Local MPs 

 Voluntary sector in Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland 

 Community centres 

 Schools/Education sector 

 Community Safety Partnerships 

 Police and Crime Panel members 

 

Stakeholders can be communicated through channels such as partner websites, email, events and 
local and regional media.  
 
 
Calendar of Events 
 
A calendar of events is being created by Leicestershire County Council. This will be updated and 
reviewed regularly to ensure that relevant messages are being shared through the appropriate 
channels. 
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FAQs  
 

What is the difference between a hate crime and a hate incident? 

A hate incident is any non-crime incident which is perceived by the victim or any other person, to be 

motivated by a hostility or prejudice based on a person's actual or perceived characteristic. A hate 

crime is any criminal offence which is perceived, by the victim or any other person, to be motivated by 

a hostility or prejudice based on a person's actual or perceived characteristic. 

What are the different types of hate crimes? 

There are 5 nationally agreed monitored hate crime categories which are: 

 Disability 

 Race  

 Religion / Faith  

 Sexual Orientation  

 Transgender 

In addition to these 5, Leicestershire Police also have ‘Other' as a category which should be used 

where the motivation is any other reason such as: a Goth, body size or a member of the Armed 

Forces. 

 
How can people report a hate crime? 
 
Police 
 
A person can report a hate incident or hate crime to Leicestershire Police by a number of ways 
 

 In an emergency a person should always ring 999 

 The non-emergency for the Police is 101 

 A person can report on line by visiting www.stamp-it-out.co.uk 
 
Link to the main Force website:  

https://leics.police.uk/ 
 
To Report a hate incident within Leicester City go to: 
http://www.leicester.gov.uk/your-community/emergencies-safety-and-crime/hate-crime/ 
 
To report a hate incident within the Leicestershire County visit:  
 www.leics.gov.uk/reporthate or call the County Hate Incident Monitoring Project on 0116 3058263 
(during office hours) 
 
To report a hate incident within the Rutland County visit: 
www.leics.gov.uk/reporthate 
 
Local council offices or main libraries are reporting centers for hate incidents.  Reporting centers are 
alternative locations within the local community. 
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OVERARCHING THREE YEAR PLAN                          Appendix C  

Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland Hate Action Plan 2018-21 

Strategic Priority 1:  Raising Awareness  

Core Objectives:    

 Raise awareness of what a hate incident and hate crime is and how to report to it & links to the Prevent agenda   

 Promote the work on Hate to all communities and partner agencies to increase reporting  
 
Links to Police & Crime Plan:  Supporting Victims and witnesses, making communities safer and protecting the vulnerable  
 

Aim  

Intension or desired outcome   

Objective  

What steps will be taken to achieve 

the desired outcome    

Action Owner   Time 

Frame    

Status-

RAG 

  

Update  

1.1 To empower and support local 

sports and community groups to 

deliver local actions and raise 

awareness on hate. 

Establish a network of community 

champions to help promote the work on 

hate at a local level. 

Make links with Local sports 

organisations to raise awareness about 

hate incidents. 

Local authorities to approach existing 

networks within sports/leisure, health 

and wellbeing services to access links to 

community champions at local grass 

root level across Leicester 

Leicestershire and Rutland (LLR). 

Leicester City 

Council 

Leicestershire 

County 

Council, 

District and 

Borough 

Councils and 

Rutland 

County 

Council – 

LLR 

authorities    

Q2/3   

1.2 Use consistent messages to 

support the work on hate across the 

partnership. 

Disseminate communications to 

promote clear and easy to understand 

messages around hate in order to 

encourage reporting.   

Develop a training package i.e. train the 

trainer on hate awareness for local 

champions, so that community 

champions promote and support hate 

awareness locally.   

Task &Finish  

Group via the 

LLR Hate & 

Prevent 

Delivery 

Group 

Q2/3   

1.3 Ensure the delivery of hate 

awareness messages in schools 

workshop programmes are consistent 

and appropriate.    

Review current workshop packages 

used in primary schools - Diversity 

Workshop Key Stage 2 and secondary 

schools Anti-Social behaviour (ASB) & 

Hate Awareness Key Stage 3+.   

New training packages for primary and 

secondary schools to be presented to 

Head Teachers meetings in partnership 

with Teaching Alliances across the 

county. 

Task & Finish  

Group – LLR 

authorities  

Action 

Achieved  

 Diversity 

Workshop 

package KS2 – 

currently being 

refreshed 
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Aim  

Intension or desired outcome   

Objective  

What steps will be taken to achieve 

the desired outcome    

Action Owner   Time 

Frame    

Status-

RAG 

  

Update  

1.4 Training packages on community 

resilience and radicalisation for 

schools to reference links to hate 

crime, hate incidents and bullying.   

Office Police Crime Commissionaire 

funding identified to deliver intervention 

packages on community resilience 

radicalisation within priority schools 

across the city and county. 

A priority list of schools identified in the 

city and county.  Three intervention 

packages offered.  Delivery in Autumn 

(Sept- Oct) term 2018. 

Alisa Coull – 

Leicester City 

Council & 

Anita Chavda 

Leicestershire 

County 

Council  

Sept/Oct 

2018 

 

 Emails sent out 

to both city and 

county schools 

 

 

1.5 Promote easy to understand 

messages to on hate awareness in 

social media and to ensure  

consistency is maintained across all 

partners. 

Comms group LLR wide to create a 

bank of messages. 

Refresh the 2016 LLR Communication 

plan to reference this plan, develop a 

bank of promotional messages that can 

be used throughout the year by all 

partners.   

Comms 

Groups – 

Task & Finish 

Group 

Q2/3 see 

Appendix 

B/C 

  

1.6 Empowering local stakeholders 

within the community to promote 

reporting of hate and sharing good 

news stories.   

Encourage local communities groups to 

promote positive messages and 

encourage reporting. 

 

Police have a new Digital Police 

Community Support Officer (PCSO) 

Role, providing on line engagement, 

advice and support.  Use this route to 

establish better links with Community 

Safety Partnerships locally to help 

promote positive messages. 

Comms Groups to promote positive 

news stories to all by tweets and re 

tweets, face book, and other social 

media routes where appropriate.    

Local police (PCSO) and local 

community safety teams to work 

together and share and disseminate key 

messages within localities 

LLR 

authorities   

 

Police and all 

Local 

authorities – 

Community 

Safety Teams   

Q3/4 see 

Appendix 

B/C 

  

1.7 LLR authorities to raise 

awareness on what hate crime and 

incidents are to their workforce via 

induction training and to link it to 

prevent, under safeguarding and 

equalities duties.    

Ensure hate awareness is linked to 

prevent under safeguarding and 

equalities in all partners induction 

training packs. 

Embed hate and prevent awareness 

information within organisational training 

packs under Equalities/Safeguarding 

duties. 

LLR 

authorities  

Q2 see 

Appendix B 

  

1.8 To ensure all reporting centres 

are effective and fit for purpose and 

that training needs are met for staff 

Re-fresh links with all local reporting 

centres and increase promotional 

information and establish an evaluation 

process to measure take up.   

Undertake a feasibility exercise to 

Local authorities to contact their local 

reporting centres to check they are fit for 

purpose. 

 

LLR 

authorities  

 

Q2/3 see 

Appendix C 
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Aim  

Intension or desired outcome   

Objective  

What steps will be taken to achieve 

the desired outcome    

Action Owner   Time 

Frame    

Status-

RAG 

  

Update  

measure effectiveness and to check if 

reporting centres are appropriate and fit 

for purpose. 

Ensure reporting centre staff 

understands and are equipped to 

respond to hate incident concerns that 

are raised at their centre. 

Establish a lead champion who can be 

trained up, to provide training within 

their centre. 

Set up a Task & Finish group to 

establish training / engagement material 

to assist reporting centres to take up a 

more active role within their community.  

Develop a set of questions for reporting 

centre Champion, so that checks can be 

made twice yearly.   

Set up a support process for reporting 

centres with quarterly checks made in 

person or phone by their local council or 

PCSO, to ensure a flow of 

communication is maintained 

 

LLR 

authorities  

 

Agenda item 

for next 

meeting 

16.8.18  

 

LLR 

authorities & 

Leicestershire 

Police 

 

Q2/3 see 

Appendix C 

 

 

Q3 see 

Appendix C  

 

 

 

 

Q3 see 

Appendix C 
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Strategic Priority 2:  Improving our Response  

Core Objectives:  

 Increase reporting of hate incidents and crime and ensure positive outcomes for victims  

 Provide support for victims & witness  

 Work towards ensuring active involvement of all relevant partners  
 
Links to Police and Crime Plan – Reducing Offending & Re-offending, Supporting Victims and Witnesses, Making communities safer and protecting vulnerable    
 
SPB Theme – Supporting Victims & Witness  
 

Aim  

Intension or desired outcome   

Objective  

What steps will be taken to 

achieve the desired outcome    

Action  Owner  By when –

time frame 

Status - 

RAG 

Update  

2.1 Hate incidents are currently case 

managed via Sentinel (ASB case 

management system).  All medium to 

high hate incidents to be taken to Joint 

Action Groups (JAGs) to ensure a 

consistent approach across all 

partners.   

Continue to take all hate incidents 

to JAGs.   

Joint AGs to have Hate Incidents 

and prevent as a standing item 

 

Amend JAG terms of references 

All LLR authority 

- Joint Action 

groups (JAGs).  

TBC   

Ongoing  

 

 

TBC 

  

2.2 Victim’s voice is considered and to 

ensure they know what happens next 

after they make a report.   To help 

reassure people what our response 

looks like. 

Improve communication and raise 

awareness around victim services 

and what support is available.   

 

Ensure all hate incident cases 

logged on sentinel are 

automatically referred to Victim 

First.  

Establish a consistent approach to 

reporting of hate incidents 

Victim First to establish links with 

all local authorities in promoting 

their services and establishing 

local campaign messages.  

Vantage to set up a trigger for hate 

incident that will then be 

automatically referred to VF.  

Establish a minimum standard 

approach on hate and link it to 

sentinel.   

Victim First & all 

LLR local 

authorities  

 

Anita Chavda 

Sally Johnson &  

Vantage   

LLR authorities  

 

Q2/3 see 

Appendix B/C 

 

Action 

completed  

 

 

Q2 

  

2.3 The Police Perpetrator programme  

to look at out of court disposals 

Raise awareness of officers and 

staff on available special measures 

to support victims at court. 

Enable courts to understand the 

impact of hate on victims and 

communities to enable 

Promote the use of Special 

Measure to assist and support 

victims throughout the Criminal 

Justice process. 

Encourage greater use of  Victim 

Personal Statements and 

Community Impact Statements 

Leicestershire 

Police 

Launch date 

TB set 
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Strategic Priority 3: Re-assuring and Strengthening Communities  

Core Objectives:   

1. Understanding your local communities       
2. Protecting vulnerable people 
3. Proactively promoting community cohesion and building confidence   

 
Links with Police and Crime Plan:  Supporting Victims and witnesses, making communities safer and protecting the vulnerable  
 
SPB Theme - Making communities and neighbourhood safer and protecting the vulnerable  

  

Aim  

Intension or desired outcome   

Objective  

What steps will be taken to 

achieve the desired outcome    

Action Owner  By when –

time frame 

Status - 

RAG 

Update 

3.1 To make links with public transport providers to 

promote safety and encourage reporting of hate 

incidents on: Buses, trains & taxis. 

Ensure public transport bodies 

are aware of hate awareness 

messages and encourage 

them to promote these 

amongst their staff and service 

users. 

Liaise with key providers to 

identify possible hate 

awareness packages for staff 

and publicity material targeted 

for users.  

Develop a reward scheme 

similar to the Purple Flag 

award system in Melton.   

To re-visit publicity 

information produced on 

safety for people with 

learning disability and to 

expand this to include 

wider audience.   

All local authorities to 

make contact with their 

licensing teams to 

ascertain current rules 

that apply on equalities. 

Melton Borough Council  

to Share  information on 

their Purple Flag scheme 

Leicestershire 

Police & LLR 

authorities    

 

 

 

Task & Finish 

Group to be set 

up 

 

Agenda item 

for Q2 

meeting  

  

3.2 Promote community cohesion by proactively 

building confidence and capacity within the 

community. 

 

All local authorities to establish 

better profiling of who makes 

up their community including 

key stakeholders to enable 

better engagement. 

Use mapping to monitor 

and raise awareness, 

when responding to 

community tensions. This 

also will help feed into 

Counter Terrorism Local 

Profiling (CTLP). 

 

 

LLR authorities  Q2/3 see 

Appendix 

B/C) 
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Aim  

Intension or desired outcome   

Objective  

What steps will be taken to 

achieve the desired outcome    

Action Owner  By when –

time frame 

Status - 

RAG 

Update 

3.3 Empower local small/medium business to 

become more joined up in our response to tackling 

hate.   

All local authorities to make 

links with up to 5 largest local 

employers via their local 

business forums.   

Establish a charter mark 

for business to sign up 

to. 

LLR authorities  Q1/2 

(Appendix B) 

  

3.4 Local NHS Services to work in partnership with 

LLR partners in helping to tackle hate, promote 

awareness and building community cohesion. 

Local NHS services to develop 

responses to hate incidents 

and hate crimes and support 

victims 

Continue to work with the 

Hate Crime and 

Healthcare Partnership 

to delivery Hate Crime 

and Healthcare Action 

Plan. 

Hate Crime and 

Healthcare 

Partnership 

Lead Officer 

Leon Herbert 

Meeting held 

quarterly 

  

3.5 All local prevent action plans to reference links to 

hate crime and hate incidents, to help build stronger 

and cohesive communities and to monitor 

community tensions.    

Local prevent plans to take into 

consideration hate related 

matters when responding to 

prevent. 

Work with LLR prevent 

leads to ensure links 

between prevent and 

hate are captured within 

actions plans. 

 

Leicestershire County 

Council to reinstate its   

Corporate Prevent 

Group. 

LLR Prevent 

Leads & all LLR 

Community 

Safety Teams 

 

 

Anita Chavda & 

Sally Johnson  

All local 

prevent plans 

require 

updating  

 

 

Meeting 

August 2018 
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LLR Action Plan 2018/2019 – Communication       Appendix D 

Strategic Targets from Police Delivery Plan 

PRE1: Continue to raise awareness of hate incidents and hate crimes through community engagement and partnership working, encourage all individuals and   

organisations to recognise, report and respond to any incident across LLR. 

PRE8: Establish links with existing external sport based programmes e.g. Project Rugby, LCFC Kicks etc in order to seek to introduce anti-hate into them as appropriate. 

 

Targets from the LLR Hate Action Plan 

1.1 To empower and support local sports and community groups to deliver local actions and raise awareness of hate. 

3.2 Promote community cohesion by proactively building confidence and capacity within the community. 

Empower local small/medium businesses to become more joined up in our response to tackle hate. 

 

Targets 1.1 & 3.2  
Actions  

Person/organisation 
Responsible    
 

Time Frame   Performance Measure  
 

Update  

 All local authorities to identify 5 
main local employers  

 

 Identify key individuals within the 
community groups. 

 

 Identify Champions within the 
groups /organisations  

 

 To create a directory of contacts  
 

 Pool ideas, resources, good news 
stories and presentations to create a 
training package. 

 

 Complete the training of Champions   
 
 

 Consistent messages to be delivered 
to local authority’s workforce via 
their induction training packages.  

 

 Update partners Community safety 
events calendar  

 

Anita Chavda & Local 
Authorities  
 
Anita Chavda & Local 
Authorities  
 
Anita Chavda & Local 
Authorities  
 
Anita Chavda & Local 
Authorities  
 
Anita Chavda & Local 
Authorities  
 
Anita Chavda/Nicola 
Mannion & Local 
Authorities   
 
Anita Chavda & Local 
Authorities  
 
Anita Chavda & Local 
Authorities   
 

Q1/2 2018 
 
 
Q2 2018 
 
 
Q2 2018 
 
 
Q2 2018 
 
 
Q3 2019 
 
 
Q3/4 2019 
 
 
Q2 2018 
 
 
 
Q1-4 ongoing  
 
 

5 employers identified  
 
 
Number of individuals identified in 
local community groups 
 
Number of Champions identified in 
local community groups  
 
Number of contacts collated  
 
 
Training pack established  
 
 
Number of training sessions completed  
 
 
 How many local authority has hate 
included in in induction packs  
 
Number of hate events recorded in the 
partnership community safety events 
calendar each quarter   
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 Raise awareness around victim 
support services   

Victim First  Q1-4 ongoing    Victim First share their figures  
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LLR Action Plan 2018/2019 – Under Reporting        Appendix E 

Strategic Targets from Police Delivery Plan 

PRE1: Continue to raise awareness of hate incidents and hate crimes through community engagement and partnership working, encourage all individuals and   

organisations to recognise, report and respond to any incident across LLR. 

PRE8: Establish links with existing external sport based programmes e.g. Project Rugby, LCFC Kicks etc. in order to seek to introduce anti-hate into them as appropriate. 

 

Targets from the LLR Hate Action Plan 

1.8 To ensure all reporting centres are effective and fit for purpose. 

2.2  Victim’s voice is considered and to ensure they know what happens next after they make a report, to help provide reassurance. 

 

Targets 1.8 & 2.2  
Actions  

Person/organisation 
Responsible    

Time Frame  Performance Measure  Update  

 Local authorities to check if local 
reporting centres are appropriate 
and fit for purpose.   

 

 Identify champions in reporting 
centres 

 

 Devise a questionnaire / knowledge 
check for staff in the reporting 
centres to find knowledge gaps  

 

 Develop a training programme for 
staff to address knowledge gaps. 

 

 Undertake phone surveys to identify 
number of reports made at 
reporting centres.   

 

 IPad surveys with community 
groups – identifying gaps. 
 

 Local authorities to speak to 
reporting centres to promote that 
they are a reporting centre, and 
provide clear messages on hate   
 

Anita Chavda & Local 
Authorities  

 
 
Anita Chavda & Local 
Authorities  

 
Anita Chavda & Local 
Authorities  

 
 
Anita Chavda & Local 
Authorities  

 
Anita Chavda & Local 
Authorities  

 
 
Nicola Mannion - Police  
 
 
Anita Chavda/Nicola 
Mannion  & Local 
Authorities   
 
 

Q2 2018 
 
 

 
Q2 2018 

 
 

Q3 2019  
 

 
 
Q3 2019 

 
 
Q3/4 2019  

 
 

 
Q3 2019 

 
 

Q2 2018  
Q3&4 2019 

 
 

 

Local authorities to complete an audit     
 
 
 
How many champions identified  
 
 
Devise a questionnaire and number of 
reporting centres completed the 
questionnaire  
 
Training programme developed  
 
 
Number of phone surveys completed 
with reporting centres  
 
 
Number of IPad surveys completed 
 
 
Number of messages being promoted 
across reporting centres  
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LEICESTERSHIRE SAFER COMMUNITIES STRATEGY BOARD 

1 OCTOBER 2018  

LSCSB UPDATE: DOMESTIC ABUSE  

Introduction 

1. The purpose of this paper is to provide an update on the current Leicester, 

Leicestershire and Rutland (LLR) Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence 

(DA/SV) service, advise of the forward plan for the redesign and recommission 

of the service post March 2020 and to inform the Board of a bid that has been 

submitted to the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 

(MHCLG).  

Background 

2. A Sexual and Domestic Violence and Abuse Needs Assessment for 

Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland (LLR) was completed in 2017.  This has 

been the basis for providing much of the local evidence of need.   

3. With a new commitment to establish a sub-regional strategy rather than 

authority specific approach, a Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland Domestic 

and Sexual Violence and Abuse Strategy (2018-2021) has been developed. 

4. The aim of the strategy is to reduce the prevalence, likelihood and harm of 

domestic and sexual violence and abuse with particular focus on prevention, 

early identification, reducing harm and supporting recovery and resilience 

through a partnership approach.  The Strategy is overseen by an Executive 

Group which has clear reporting lines into the Strategic Partnership Board (a 

Chief Officer Board chaired by the Police and Crime Commissioner). 

LLR SV/DA Service 

5. During 2015 a joint commissioning exercise between the Office of the Police 
and Crime Commissioner (OPCC), Leicester City, Leicestershire County and 
Rutland County councils was undertaken to commission a single domestic 
abuse and sexual violence information and support service across Leicester, 
Leicestershire and Rutland (where much disparate provision previously 
existed).  

6. The service comprises of a Public and Professional’s Telephone Helpline, 
Independent Domestic Violence Advocates (IDVAs), Independent Sexual 
Violence Advocates (ISVAs), Recovery Outreach for those at standard/medium 
risk (including group work) and Therapeutic Support.  
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7. The contract (TAN02015) was awarded to a consortium of local specialist 

providers, United against Violence and Abuse (UAVA), made up of Living 

without Abuse (LWA), Women’s Aid Leicestershire Ltd (WALL) and Freeva.  

8. information about the UAVA offer and to download guidance and resources visit 

www.uava.org.uk   

9. There have been a number of challenges; frequent concerns reported by 
professionals about inconsistent service and communication, particularly in 
relation to the reliability of the helpline function have led to the formation of an 
Improvement Board and Improvement Plan governed through the Joint 
Commissioning and Assurance Board (JCAB) and chaired by Leicestershire 
County Council. 

 
10. The Improvement Board has been working to mitigate risk, to understand the 

difficulties UAVA are having and offer support; significant time and resource 
has been invested to understand demand and barriers to effective working, 
additional funds have been invested and the data burden has been lightened 
by creating a route for raw data to be provided and analysed by the contract 
management team. This has led to improved outcomes.  

 
11. It is important to note that demand has increased during the contract period; 

following a policy change by Leicestershire Police there has been a 60% 

increase in high risk assessments and MARAC referrals by the police; a 

decision to move to weekly MARACs means IDVA’s are having to attend more 

meetings and there has been a 61% increase in domestic violence crime and a 

23% increase in sexual violence crime across the sub region. 

12. The 2018 – 2019 Leicestershire and District Overview of UAVA Performance 

Data for Quarter 1 is attached at Appendix 1. 

LLR Redesign and Recommissioning 

13. The TAN02015 contract for sexual violence and domestic abuse support 

services across Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland (LLR) is due to end on 

31st March 2020, following a one year extension to allow for a robust redesign 

and recommissioning process. 

14. Prior to starting the procurement for new contracts as required under the Public 

Contract Regulations 2014, a series of workshops are being held to hear views 

from partners, providers and other key stakeholders on what is working well, 

where there may be gaps in current provision, and how to ensure our services 

continue to meet need in the future. These will inform the future structure of 

services across LLR. 

15. Three events are being held, each with the same content, across LLR. Tickets 

for each workshop must be booked using the links below and with the 

password LLRSV/DA 
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Friday 5th October 1.30-4.30pm, The BRITE Centre https://www.eventbrite.com/e/llr-
sexual-and-domestic-violenceabuse-service-redesign-workshop-1-tickets-
50433640376 

Friday 12th October 1.30-4.30pm, Rutland County Council – Council Chamber 
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/llr-sexual-and-domestic-violenceabuse-service-
redesign-workshop-2-tickets-50433732652 

Monday 15th October 2-5pm, Leicestershire County Council – County Hall 
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/llr-sexual-and-domestic-violenceabuse-service-
redesign-workshop-3-tickets-50433828940 

Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) Bid 

16. The proposal, The Hope Project, is for further refuge provision for victims of 

DA, who have complex needs, have children or are Black, Asian, Minority 

Ethnic and Refugee (BAMER).  Partners to the bid, across LLR, include all local 

authorities, police, OPCC and drug and DA services.  
 

17. If the bid is successful the £882,373 will ensure that more victims and their 

children are able to access safe accommodation earlier than they are able to 

currently; furthermore it will enable them to sustain that accommodation and 

recover from their experience of domestic abuse more effectively through the 

recognition that enhanced provision is required for those with multiple 

vulnerabilities. A copy of the LLR submission is attached at Appendix 2. 

 

18. A number of funding opportunities have recently been announced by central 

government.  To ensure the MHCLG bid covered LLR with specific provision 

within each District and Borough the community safety team manager 

presented the proposal to the Chief Housing Officers Group (CHOG), following 

this up with a number of emails to secure local authority Chief Officer 

agreement to the bid, within extremely tight times scales.  A pre formed alliance 

allowing for a speedy sign off for such submissions with named officers for 

contact will allow future submissions to be submitted in a timely manner with 

ease. 

Recommendations 

1. That the Board notes the contents of the report. 

2. That the Board agree to an alliance with named officers to support funding 

applications as outlined in paragraph 18. 

Officer to contact: 
Gurjit Samra-Rai 
Community Safety Team Manager 
Gurjit.samra-rai@leics.gov.uk 
Tel: 07775 783985 
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Appendix 1 

Leicestershire and District Overview of UAVA Performance Data Quarter 1 2018-19 

Outcomes and achievements in Q1 2018/19:  (Chart 1) 

• UAVA is already meeting outcomes targets set for 2018/19 

• There has been a good improvement against BME reach for Leicestershire. County 

Service user ethnicity now reflects the 12% local BME population  

• Engagement rates are showing great success this quarter –with 93% engagement 

(target is 70%) 

• 87% of local practitioners attending UAVA training report an increase in confidence in 

dealing with SVDV 

• UAVA Helpline has been awarded Helpline Accreditation by Helpline Partnerships -a 

nationally recognised quality standard which defines and accredits best practice in 

helpline work. To learn more about the standards which agencies must meet to 

achieve this, visit: https://helplines.org/services/quality-standard/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Helpline 

in Q1 

2018/19: 

(Chart 

2&3) 

• Leicestershire saw an upward trend to calls to the Helpline  

• There is positive progress in increasing the number of calls answered compared with 

previous quarters. This follows the introduction of new structure, guidance & 

procedures 

• On average 750 calls were made to the helpline each quarter from the County 

• The majority of calls were from the areas of Charnwood and NWL 

• Districts underreporting, based on their populations, include Blaby (15), Melton (15) 

and O&W (15) for every 10,000 adult females 

Chart 1- Attainment against 

outcomes  
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• Referrals show a decrease compared with last quarter – though provider has flagged 

issues with system data extraction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Referrals to UAVA from Districts: in Q1 2018/19 (Chart 4)  

 Chart 4 shows referrals to services within the quarter by District – it shows all areas 

are accessing all main service elements. 

 Independent domestic violence advocate (IDVA) referrals are higher for each district 

with outreach being slightly higher for Harborough. 

 The majority of referrals across all districts are for IDVA, group work and outreach. 

Chart 2 Chart 3 
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Repeat referrals in Q1 2018/19: (Chart 5&6) 

• UAVA advise that repeats remain in-line with those anticipated  

• The Oadby & Wigston and Melton have higher rates for repeats for every 10,000 

female adults 

• Blaby has the highest number of repeat referrals over the last 12 months, accounting 

for 45% of all referrals  

 

 

Quarter 1 2018/19 - Referrals to UAVA viewed by District Chart 4 

Chart 5 Chart 6 
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LLR wide waiting lists in Q1 2018/19: (Chart 7) 

• Counselling – high number of referrals made this quarter – waiting times remain high 

for counselling.  This is being closely monitored through the Improvement Board.  

• IDVA service receiving a high level of referrals, resulting in high caseloads. 

• The independent sexual violence advocate (ISVA) waiting list is continuing to 

increase. 

• Outreach – the waiting list is being well managed - everyone waiting has a support 

plan in place and simple, practical needs are being met (housing letters, solicitors 

appointments) (see chart 8 & 9). 

• Group – the waiting list is down from the previous quarter – the waiting list is likely to 

increase for the next quarter as there are no groups over the summer other than the 

rolling Freedom Programme (see chart 8 & 9). 

 

Service Type 
Numbers 

Waiting 

Total Days 

Waiting 

Average Wait 

(days) 

Longest Time 

Waiting 

UAVA Pathway 

(wait) 

DV 

Counselling 
57 3472 61 190 35 days 

SV 

Counselling 
65 8117 123 530 35 days 

IDVA 12 972 88 194 1-2 days 

ISVA 33 1503 46 206 
28-42 days 

56-70 days 

Outreach 55 1506 27 131 28-42 days 

Group 175 13660 78 492 
7-42 days 

56+ days 

 

Waiting Lists – Leicestershire and District View: (Chart 8, 9 and 10) 

 The County as a whole has a waiting list of 181, however ‘waiting list against cases 

opened’ shows that demand is being met effectively (see Chart 9 & 10 overleaf). 

 Chart 8 show Groups and Counselling account for the majority of the wait times 

across all Districts/Boroughs. 

 Wait times presented by District/Borough in Chart 8 show Charnwood as having the 

highest wait times (4397 days) and Blaby with the lowest (765 days) 

Chart 7 
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 Chart 8 shows Harborough has the longest wait times for IDVA (150 days).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 8 

Chart 9 Chart 10 

Waiting List presented in days – Leicestershire and District View: Q1 2018-19 

 

Chart 8 
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Chart 10 Chart 9 
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Appendix 2 
 
Application Form: 

2018/20 Fund for Domestic Abuse Services, including Refuge, to help local areas meet the Priorities for 

Domestic Abuse Services 

Name, address & contact details of applicant lead local authority: 

Gurjit Samra-Rai – Community Safety Manager. Gurjit.Samra-Rai@leics.gov.uk 0116 3056056 

Joshna Mavji – Consultant in Public Health. Joshna.Mavji@leics.gov.uk 0116 3050113 

Leicestershire County Council, County Hall, Glenfield, LE3 8RA 

Names of partners: 

 Leicestershire County Council 

 Leicester City Council 

 Rutland County Council 

 Blaby District Council. 

 Charnwood Borough Council. 

 Harborough District Council. 

 Hinckley & Bosworth Borough Council. 

 Melton Borough Council. 

 North West Leicestershire District Council. 

 Oadby & Wigston Borough Council 

 Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland  

 Turning Point 

 Turning Point Crisis House 

 Women’s Aid Leicestershire Ltd 

 UAVA Ltd 

 Panahghar   

 New Dawn New Day 

Amount of grant sought: 

Profile of bid 2018/20: 

Category Role 2018/20 2019/20 

Support  Project Coordinator £14,155 £33,972 

Support  Finance/Project Support Officer £1,531 £3,675 

Service reform costs Turning Point (Dedicated Substance Misuse Practitioner) £17,917 £43,000 

Service reform costs Turning Point (Psychologist) £4,583 £11,000 

Service reform costs Turning Point Crisis House (Dedicated Mental Health Practitioner) 
£12,500 £30,000 

Service reform costs New Day New Dawn £20,921 £50,210 

Service reform costs Wraparound workers £46,420 £111,408 

Staff costs   Women’s Aid £60,609 £145,462 

Staff costs   Panahghar £52,483 £125,960 

Other Women’s Aid (service running costs) £1,350 £3,240 

Other Panahghar (service running costs) £10,689 £25,654 

Other Interpreter Services £5,885 £14,124 

Other  Academic Evaluation  £7,500 £17,500 

Other  Office base for extended team within New Dawn New Day £3,125 £7,500 

Totals   £259,668 £622,705 

Grand Total for 2018-20 
£882,373 

How many victims will be helped – adhering to the standards set out in Annex A – by the funding 

Based on local authority housing data we have calculated that there would be approximately 630 adult victims identified as 
having no safe accommodation due to domestic violence and abuse per year.  Based on an engagement rate of 78% 
alongside the number expected to have additional vulnerabilities such as mental health issues and/or substance misuse 
issues, we would anticipate actively working with a total number of 540 adult victims.   
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Local data indicates an average 2.2 children per adult victim, and 66% of adult victims having children under 18.  This 
would mean that over 790 children could be better supported through this fund. 10% of service users are generally pregnant 
at the time of referral, which would relate roughly to 54 unborn children. 
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Summary of Bid (Bid proposals must set out what the local demand is for –refuges, or any other accommodation 
type, service improvement to meet the Priorities for Domestic Abuse Services, and how the bid addresses it) 

Local Demand 

Research undertaken by the Council of Europe (CE) in 2007 recommends 1 family refuge space per 10,000 of the 
population. This would mean that 101 refuge spaces are required for our local population.  The local authorities currently 
commission 31 units of refuge accommodation. No currently commissioned units are BAMER specialist. 

104 people were turned away from the additional DCLG 2016-18 funded refuge units that added to this picture (13 months 
funding April 2017 – April 2018) due to space limitations.  

Q1 data 2018-19 from Leicestershire Police and the local domestic and sexual violence and abuse helpline show a 20% 
increase in calls.  

A Sexual and Domestic Violence and Abuse Needs Assessment for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland (LLR) was 
completed in 2017.  This highlighted that: 

 A city refuge service (over a 12 month period), was unable to accommodate 56 people. The most common reasons 
were due to no space in the refuge or their complex needs could not be supported safely.  

 Male victims did require support with accessing safe accommodation, but many did not access refuge accommodation; 
more information needs to be gathered to shape a male specific housing related domestic abuse service. 

 A more consistent offer of perpetrator interventions is required across the sub-region (with a Respect accredited 
perpetrator interventions service only commissioned in the City at present). 

 The importance to understand more about language needs in the sub-region. 

 Unstable housing is the single most common factor in Leicester Domestic Homicide Reviews. 

 Victims who have never previously approached specialist services for help can be reached through perpetrator 
interventions. 

Learning from the DCLG 2016-2018 project included: 

 Demand for dedicated BAMER services was high with 84 individuals being turned away. The most common reason was 
due to lack of space within the refuge, which Panahghar report was as a result of slow move on. The Panahghar 
research found there was not sufficient space to accommodate the families coming forward for their services and that 
larger family units to accommodate could be developed to address this.  

 Interpreting and translation services were not factored into the costings of the project but are essential to service 
delivery (£14,000pa).  

 Provision of services outside of normal working hours e.g. via an on-call system is beneficial to service delivery. Out of 
hours’ enrichment and support activities address feelings of isolation and built on a sense of community within the 
refuge. 

 Women who have had their children removed from their care by social care are over-represented in the cohort of 
victims with substance and mental health needs and might require specialist offers in order to achieve positive 
outcomes due to that specific circumstance 

 Timeliness of move-on accommodation requires strategic input and policy change 

 Activities to respond to the homelessness reduction act  were missing and the local authorities would have valued a 
more direct relationship and understanding of the offer 

 The support focused on adults but needs to be extended to children and young people 

 Need to link in with the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP), Citizen’s Advice Leicestershire and Job Centre Plus. 

 Need to educate/raise awareness of services to frontline housing officers  and social care staff (for victims with no 
recourse to public funds clients in particular). 

With a new commitment to establish a sub-regional strategy rather than authority specific approach,  a Leicester, 
Leicestershire and Rutland Domestic and Sexual Violence and Abuse Strategy (2018-2021) has been developed. 

This framework builds upon the needs assessment, learning emerging from the DCLG Project and previous projects, and 
each local authority’s assessment of local provision against the National Statement of Expectations (2016). 

The aim of the strategy is to reduce the prevalence, likelihood and harm of domestic and sexual violence and abuse with 
particular focus on prevention, early identification, reducing harm and supporting recovery and resilience through a 
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partnership approach.    

The Strategy is overseen by an Executive Group which has clear reporting lines into the Strategic Partnership Board (a 
Chief Officer Board chaired by the Police and Crime Commissioner).  Underneath this sits an oversight group (domestic and 
sexual violence and abuse operational group closed) of senior officers from across a range of local partners including 
health, local authorities, probation and police, and an insight group (domestic and sexual violence and abuse operational 
group open) which includes many local VCS providers, the local authorities heads of service, police, probation and health.  
These group works with the recommendations from the needs assessment, prioritise actions and monitor progress. 

There is one jointly commissioned specialist domestic and sexual violence service (helpline, advocacy, support and 
information) working across Leicester, Leicestershire & Rutland.  This service is achieving positive outcomes in many 
areas, however it is stretched, with a waiting list (latest quarter end of 397 people across the sub-region). 

Local picture of multiple vulnerabilities: 

Local data from the DCLG project 2016-18 supported our understanding of survivors with multiple vulnerabilities, and 
offered additional data to support the case for mental health support resources for survivors. When comparing those victims 
who identified as having a disability (which was mainly mental health related) against those who did not: 

 The average length of abuse was 6.8 years as opposed to 5.5 years 

 38% reported struggling financially compared to 28% 

 28% reported feeling confident accessing services compared to 34% 

 7% were at risk of honour based violence as opposed to 5% in the non-disabled population. 

Other local data available in relation to disabled survivors came from the Leicester Safe Home Service which saw that 56% 
identified as disabled, many of which relating to mental health. This was the highest population across the locally 
commissioned services, providing an indication for the partnership that work to identify survivors with multiple needs sooner 
is a priority. 

Historically it has been very difficult to access refuge places for women with drug and alcohol difficulties.  The 2016-18 

DCLG project enabled us to provide support to women who previously could not be safely accommodated due to higher 

specialist and intensive needs. Key learning from the 2016-18 project was that 34% of residents who resided in LLR were 

unknown to the local substance misuse agency. This learning built on our ambition to identify needs earlier and a broader 

wrap around community focus was established as a model to achieve this. In addition, by working with the broader network 

of refuges, further needs were identified and support was provided by substance misuse specialists. Our 2016-18 project 

proved successful and following admission to refuge, to point of move on, the psychological and quality of life of survivors 

with substance misuse needs accessing services averaged over 80%. In addition to positive data and outcomes, feedback 

from voice work with service users showed that the service was a lifeline and that they had previously experienced multiple 

rejection and subsequently returned to further abuse. 

BAMER individuals with multiple needs present with greater vulnerability still, with many high risk factors in relation to 
forced marriage, honour based violence and insecure accommodation. BAMER individuals experience many additional 
barriers to accessing support, and as such are additionally vulnerable. 

How the Bid Addresses Local Need -  
 
Title of Proposed Project: The Hope Project  
 
Proposal: This funding will ensure that more victims and their children access safe accommodation earlier and can sustain 
that accommodation and recover from their experience of domestic abuse more effectively through the recognition that 
enhanced provision is required for those with multiple vulnerabilities. 
 
Delivery: 
 

 Provision of 21 additional units of refuge accommodation including 12 BAMER specialist units with extended staff 
support in place so that victims with multiple vulnerabilities can be accommodated 

 

 The additional units to be able to accommodate larger families and also additional places in the County to reduce the 
numbers turned away because it wasn’t safe for them in the area they wanted to move to. 
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 Adopting a tiered approach to providing additional trauma informed mental health support so that wider numbers can be 
supported and victims who need the support can be reached earlier; (1) rolling programme of emotional management 
support; (2) specialist mental health staff; (3) additional co-ordination and support for those cases identified to improve 
outcomes. 

 

 Establishing specialist staff for victims with substance use issues. 
 

 Creating structure change in local authority housing departments to make whole scale improvements across the sub-
region, focusing on policy and working protocols where necessary for example no recourse to public funds; allocations 
policies; interpreter policy; move on arrangements and possible adoption of something similar to the PAN London 
Reciprocal; robust and consistent offer in place for the Homelessness Reduction Act responsibilities and building better 
relationships between local authority housing services and specialist providers of domestic abuse services. 

 

 Providing a broader skill base and best practice for supporting victims with multiple vulnerabilities and their children, 
including case support and co-ordination where appropriate, meaning that intervention is earlier and more effective.  
This will also help to ensure that there is better communication and a clearer offer of service. 

 

 Ensuring that existing victim and child pathways are more efficient as the housing needs and risks to achieving and 
sustaining safe accommodation are responded to appropriately 

 

 Exploring in more depth the potential solutions to the translation and language need difficulties identified locally. In 
scoping this bid, a number of examples of poor outcomes and practice were highlighted by specialist domestic abuse 
providers, concerned about the impact on survivors. In an area of growing language diversity and need, it is important 
to developing a safe local model which maximises safety and dignity for survivors.  A local good practice protocol will be 
developed; a skilled local network of translators will be scoped leading to a ‘DA approved’ network. It is anticipated this 
will minimise incidents of providers debating who is going to meet the cost or accepting sub-standard provision. This in 
turn will limit flawed engagement and negative outcomes for survivors. A key benefit will be that small BAMER providers 
will not be exposed to such financial risk as currently exposed to (meeting £14,000 interpreter costs per annum from 
reserves for example).  Other benefits will be reducing cost long term (use of language line for example), and repeat 
homelessness. 

 
How 
 
Panahghar currently self-funds a 12 bed BAMER refuge in Leicester City. Currently the refuge can only accept lower risk 
clients and those with modest support needs. This fund will enable the provision of 12 units of accommodation staffed from 
9:00am – 7:00pm with an on-call service available from 7:00pm-9:00am. The on-call provision will cater for out of hour 
referrals as well as call outs if and when required. Panahghar currently provides 6 self-contained units and 6 shared units 
which are all based in the City. However, Panahghar are looking to change the 6 shared units to more suitable 
accommodation for larger families (which would meet the need of this cohort) and be based in the County. The fund will 
also support the provision of 3 FTE frontline staff members to run this service. Panahghar also has a refuge in nearby 
Coventry which will provide additional resilience for swift re-location should re-location be required if risk escalates. This 
extended service will offer enhanced specialist BAME support and interventions for BAME women fleeing domestic abuse 
who are additionally vulnerable due to multiple complex needs such as Honour Based Violence (HBV), forced marriage, 
FGM, suicide and self-harm, mental health, substance misuse and insecure status and refugees (No Recourse to Public 
Funds (NRPF); who in particular have found it harder to access the current services and provision and follow the existing 
pathway within the city and rural areas. 

The Workers and residents at Panahghar’s refuge will be beneficiaries of the additional elements provided via in-reach 
sessions. Panahghar will be able to access learning, assessments and interventions via the mental health & substance 
misuse services. Panahghar will be core partners within the project and will provide manager time to steering group 
activities. In addition to the proposal above, Panahghar will also receive partnership support to engage within wider 
strategic and partnership activities – ensuring specialist BAMER voices are heard where partners work together to 
understand local needs, and scope next steps for development against the national VAWG agenda. They will join other 
local BAMER organisations already participating in this process. 
 
A 9 bed refuge, which is currently self-funded by Women’s Aid Leicestershire Ltd (WALL) and based in Leicester City, will 
provide specialist support for women fleeing domestic abuse who are additionally vulnerable due to mental health needs 
and substance misuse. The service will be staffed by skilled domestic abuse staff alongside dedicated mental health and 
substance misuse practitioners who will form a cross disciplinary team. Refuge staff will be on site from 8am until 10.30pm, 
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with security staff operating from 10pm until 8.30am. WALL will work across the partnership to maximise the pool of staff 
available for the project and to share learning as it emerges.  

This resource will ensure women, who currently cannot be admitted to the LLR refuge network due their higher support 
needs, can be accommodated, supported and safeguarded within the sub-region.  The approach will focus upon stabilising 
the needs of women – supporting them to access treatment, stabilise medications and access clinical interventions, with a 
view to move on within the commissioned refuge network or other settled accommodation.  

Panahghar and WALL will each provide 2 FTE staff to replicate the support provided within the refuges and deliver this as a 
wraparound service to individuals housed in alternative accommodation and to those moving on from temporary emergency 
accommodation into suitable accommodation who cannot be supported by the existing UAVA service due to their multiple 
vulnerabilities.  

The Wrap Around service: 

 Acknowledges that needs of survivors will vary but all survivors are made safer through early identification of risk and a 
flexible, needs led response.  

 Will maximise safety and reduce escalation of issues for survivors who approach housing teams for help.  

 Will also maximise opportunities to stabilise existing housing where this is safe.  

 Where needed will provide a link with target hardening resources.  

 Will not have contact with perpetrators. 

 Provides access to a skilled specialist worker who will ensure the needs of the service user and children are met. 

 Provides a bridge to the specialist Mental Health and Substance Misuse practitioners 

 Will take referrals direct from housing teams following contact with service users who are at risk from domestic abuse 
within an existing relationship as well as post relationship abuse.  

 Will take direct referrals via Panahghar BAMER element of the project. Preparatory work for refuge as well as other 
work related to insecure housing is a core identified need for BAMER survivors contacting Panahghar. 

 Can hold a caseload or support via another worker if a lead is already established (e.g. an early help/troubled families 
worker)  

 Will sign post onto other appropriate services within the LLR DASV network and offer  support, advocacy and safety 
planning [see Annex A] 

 Will focus on whatever is having greatest impact upon the safety and sustainable housing of the service user 

 Offer a proactive, creative approach, and where needed take a hands-on approach included accompanying survivors to 
meetings and appointments. 

 Will offer specialist support and interventions focusing on mental health, substance misuse and emotional management, 

and also focus on the wider determinants of health. These include: securing suitable and/or safe accommodation, 

supporting with accessing opportunities for employment or training and supporting with financial issues, all of which are 

critical in supporting recovery, resilience and independence.  

 
The following services will be available:   

Mental Health Support 
Mental Health Recovery Worker(s) (2 part time staff or 1 full-time senior recovery worker) from Turning Point Crisis House 
will deliver mental health cover 5 days per week 9am to 5pm for the duration of the project. The allocated workers will also 
be contactable via email and mobile. It is foreseen that all Mental Health Recovery Worker(s) will be bi-lingual.   
 
All service users, irrespective of location, will be offered access to ‘My Turning Point’ a digital e-module platform which 
delivers a range of interventions. My Turning Point enhances accessibility in rural locations and complements face to face 
interventions.  

Recovery Worker(s) will signpost service users to mental health support networks across LLR using a well-established 
database of services developed through the Leicester, Leicestershire & Rutland Crisis House Service.  

Support will be offered to family members and carers affected by the service users circumstances. Turning Point also have 
links with other agencies and are actively involved with existing partners such as Revolving Doors (housing support), 
Workers Education Association (training and confidence building), Working Links (support back into employment), Futures 
(support with CV writing, apprentices, interviewing skills), P3 (housing support), DWP/Job Centres, Age UK (for those over 
50), Caring Carers, where we can use their skills and knowledge to help individuals. Recovery Workers have access to 
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these add on services.    

Turning Point will provide a psychologist once a week, who will be available for one to one appointments and will offer 
assessment appointments and referrals on to appropriate services to best meet need.  Short term packages of interventions 
(up to 6 weeks) may be delivered by the psychologist where it is felt this is the most appropriate intervention to meet needs.  
The psychologist is bi-lingual and speaks Hindi and Gujarati, which are common local languages. 
 
Substance Misuse Support 
Recovery Workers (2 part timers or 1 full time worker) from our locally commissioned provider of substance misuse 
treatment services in the community will deliver substance misuse cover 5 days per week 9am to 5pm for the duration of 
the project. The allocated workers will be also contactable via email and mobile.  

Turning Point Recovery Workers will deliver 1 to 1 interventions for service users as well as group interventions. These will 
take place at the refuges and where appropriate in the main hubs.  Service users will be assessed and the level of 
intervention delivered will be based on their needs.  This may be a brief intervention or may involve the delivery of 
structured treatment. Turning Point Recovery Workers will visit other victims identified through local authority homelessness 
services or UAVA as having vulnerabilities around domestic abuse and substance use.  If in a particular refuge there are 
enough residents, group work will be offered in that location.  

In addition, service users and Recovery Workers will have support from the Turning Point Wellbeing Nurses and 
Prescribers/Doctors on an ad hoc provision as and when the need arises. If medical appointments are required these will 
take place at one of the 3 hubs within the sub-regions, unless unsafe to do so.  

Recovery workers will complete comprehensive assessments, individualised recovery plans, psycho-social interventions, 
harm reduction advice and deliver any appropriate substance misuse interventions as part of the service user’s individual 
recovery plan. The support will be tailored to the individual service user’s needs and be based in an in-depth understanding 
of domestic abuse. Support will be offered for those affected by someone else’s substance misuse via the family and carers 
programme. As part of the service user’s package of care, Turning Point will explore in-patient detox and rehabilitation. The 
service will have access to in-patient detox beds and access to funding for rehabilitation placements if assessed as suitable 
and eligible. 

Turning Point Peer Mentors will be available to visit service users within this project. One of the Peer Mentors within Turning 
Point is an individual who received support as a result of the DCLG 2016-2018 project thereby highlighting the legacy of the 
previous project. 

Emotional Management Programme 
New Dawn New Day will deliver an evidence based emotional management programme for female victims to address the 
effects of trauma through understanding emotions and responses by facilitating an awareness of the processes of trauma 
and how it manifests. Through improving self-awareness, women are more able to explore healthier coping strategies whilst 
aiding their recovery to create better futures for themselves and their families.   
 
The programme is 10 weeks in length and comprises of 8 x 2 hour group sessions and a one-to-one consultation for each 
group member at the beginning and the end of the programme. The groups will be delivered through in-reach into both 
Panahghar and WALL refuges, at New Dawn New Day’s Women’s Centre in Leicester as well as through outreach, and 
open to any service user meeting the projects referral criteria.   
 
New Dawn New Day will provide 1 FTE staffing (split between 4 staff to ensure holidays and sickness can be covered) who 
will be able to deliver a total of 7 programmes every 13 weeks, up to 4 times per year, therefore maximum capacity per year 
for 1 FTE worker would be 28 x 10 session group programmes reaching a maximum of 224 women. New Dawn New Day 
will also employ a practitioner with specialist knowledge around the South Asian community, which is of key relevance to 
the sub-region. Developing broad and diverse cultural knowledge base will be a priority for the worker and broader 
translation needs (including dialects not held by the worker) will be managed through approved translators This will ensure 
the needs of BAMER women are extensively planned for and resourced   
 
Staff delivering the intervention will have knowledge and experience of working with complex mental health needs. They will 
have expertise in trauma informed practice and will receive clinical supervision from a qualified and experience 
Psychotherapist. This will maintain the safety of the client and process how the clients impact on the facilitator from a 
psychological perspective.  
 
Trauma Informed Group programmes will be structured and include activities designed to support survivors explore and 
process their experiences. Women will be supported to develop resilience and to recover from the impact of trauma on their 
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emotional, behavioural and relational wellbeing. Group programmes will also provide structured opportunities for women to 
experience important peer support.  
 
The flow chart found at Annex B summarises the flow of support that each individual has the potential to receive as part of 
this project as well as showing how this service provision will link into existing commissioned services. 
 
‘People Zones’  
The Leicestershire Police and Crime Commissioner is leading on the development of ‘People Zones’, which are 
geographically defined areas wherein public services (including health, police, local authorities, fire services and criminal 
justice services) work collaboratively to address the key social problems for that particular area. The intention is to address 
the issues that are the highest priority for the local community and the organisations that support them. This project will be 
of key benefit to these three zones in the sub-region, where there is also high volume of domestic abuse and high levels of 
repeat incidents.  It is proposed that the Hope Project pilots more in-depth work with families in these areas who are at risk 
of care proceedings that are connected to their multiple vulnerabilities thereby building whole family interventions. This was 
a key learning point from the 2016-18 DCLG project.   

Project coordination and system change.  
A full time project coordinator hosted by Leicestershire County Council will have the following roles and responsibilities: 

 Overall leadership and coordination of the project  

 Setup of the project including conducting procurement activities if required and setting up and monitoring project 
milestones 

 Refreshing the  previous information sharing agreement and risk register to take account of the developments   

 Working with corporate resources to develop the relevant contracts 

 Monitoring  the project including contract management and performance management 

 Providing regular updates to partners and providers on the outcomes of the project to date including through 
appropriate governance channels 

 Stakeholder involvement and communication; establishing systems for ongoing learning and development 

 Supporting a robust evaluation of the project  

 Drive forward the policy and procedure change that needs to take place around the local housing response; exploring 
DAHA accreditation and a local version of the PAN London reciprocal arrangement; and joint working protocols so that 
the local pathways relating to housing support for victims of domestic abuse are consistent and clear. 

 Developing an exit strategy including development of business cases for  commissioners.  
 
Project Support Officer  
This 0.2 FTE role will be hosted by Leicestershire County Council and will involve: 

 Undertaking administrative tasks such as room bookings and minute taking 

 Ensuring payment of invoices in a timely manner 

 Following up on any delays to payments and resolving issues in a timely manner 

 Producing literature to promote the local offer and communicate the impact it is having 

 Supporting service user engagement activity 
 
Evaluation    
De Montfort University supported the early stage of evaluation of the Complex Needs Project which ran from 2016-2018 
and have a domestic and sexual abuse research network. Economists in Leicester University have also worked with the 
partner agencies and robustly evaluated project 360 (a Ministry of Justice Project from 2014-16).   
 
For this project, we propose that we build on this ground work and develop a full robust evaluation.  
 
Required Resources 

The full breakdown of costs is provided below:  

Element  

Cost 

Nov 2018-Mar 

2020 

Support hours 
Representative 

cost 
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Refuge 

Element - 

WALL 

£210,661 

 

9 Beds  

Refuge staff will be on site from 8am until 10.30pm, with security 

staff operating from 10pm until 8.30am. 

£16,522 per 

bed space 

Panahghar 

BAMER 

Refuge 

element 

 

 

£214,786 

 

12 beds  

Refuge staff will be on site from 9:00am – 7:00pm with an on-call 

service available from 7:00pm-9:00am. 

3 FTE staff 

Plus - access to further 18 bed spaces for eligible BAMER at very 

high risk cross boundary in West Midlands 

£12,635 per 

bed space 

 

Dedicated 

Substance 

Misuse 

practitioner 

£60,917 
37 hours support per week. This will be provided in the form of 1 or 

more dedicated workers. 

£22.35 per 

support hour 

Dedicated 

Mental 

Health 

practitioner  

£42,500 

37 hours support per week. This will provided in the form of 1 or 

more dedicated staff, at least one of which will be BAMER 

specialist   

£15.59 per 

support hour 

Psychologist 

Support 
£15,583 

7.4 hours support per week. This will be provided in the form of 1 

member of staff who also speaks Hindi and Gujarati 

£28.59 per 

support hour 

Emotional 

Management 

Programme 

 

£71,131 

 

1 FTE staff (multilingual) 

Maximum capacity is 28 programmes a year, supporting a total of 

224 women per year.  

£1,793.00 per 

programme 

(£224 per 

woman 

supported) 

Wraparound 

workers 
£157,828 4 WTE staff providing a total of 148 support hours per week 

£14.48 per 

support hour 

Project 

Support and 

Coordination 

£48,127 

£5,206 

1 FTE Project Coordinator providing 37 support hours per week 

0.2 WTE Project Support Officer providing 7.4 hours per week 

£17.66 per 

support hour 

£9.55 per 

support hour 

Other 

£25,000 

£20,009 

£10,625 

Financial Modelling and Impact Evaluation  

Interpreter Services 

Office base for extended team 
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Total 

£882,373 

 

21 Beds  
 
Complex Needs Provision (Substance misuse, Mental Health, 
Psychologist) 
 
Emotional Management Programme 
 
Wraparound services 
 
Project Support and Coordination 
 
Evaluation 
 
Interpreter Services 
 
Office base for extended team 
 
 

£14,300 per 
bed space 
 
4,233 annual 
support hours 
 
28 
programmes 
supporting up 
to 224 women 
a year 
 
7,696 annual 
support hours 
 
2,309 annual 

support hours 

 

 Victims accommodated in specialist units = 160 

 Victims supported by wraparound care whilst in other accommodation already provided locally = 380 
 
=£1,634 per victim  
 
Approximately 2/3 will have children with an average of 2.2 children. This gives an overall unit cost of £662 per person. 
 
If an estimated 10% of service users are pregnant (54 unborn children), the overall unit cost is £637 per person.  
 
How many bed spaces

1
, will the proposal provide and will these be provided in refuges, Sanctuary schemes, 

dispersed housing (with support) or other housing provision? 

21 bed spaces will be made available across two established, specialist DVSA refuge providers. Women’s Aid 
Leicestershire Ltd will provide 9 beds in a multiple vulnerabilities refuge setting for women. Panahghar will provide 12 beds 
(6 in Leicester City and 6 in Leicestershire County) in a specialist BAMER refuge setting, ensuring a needs led approach. 
The refuges accept women with children.  

The 21 additional bed spaces will be available to the national refuge network and local homelessness services. 

The wraparound service will be provided to clients in their own homes or within alternative existing housing provision 
identified by housing teams within the relevant local authority or by UAVA, the main local SDVA specialist service provider 
(providing IDVA, ISVA, helpline and group work). 

What mechanisms are in place to ensure that named domestic abuse service providers in the bid receive the 
appropriate funding? 

The partners have experience of quickly establishing an appropriate basis for funding dissemination through the DCLG 
2016-18 fund. The project includes the provision of a project coordinator and finance support officer who will ensure that 
funding is allocated appropriately and in a timely manner as achieved in the previous DCLG project. Each service provider 
has submitted a description and costings of their offer, which has been used to inform this bid. Grant agreements have 
been prepared which reflect this and can simply be amended dependent on the time of the notification of funding. 

What service change will you put into place to deliver the priorities for domestic abuse services? 

The service will:  

 Support those with Mental Health, Substance Misuse, and BAMER specific needs to identify, access and sustain safe 
accommodation and move on to recovery successfully. This will be achieved through the provision of 21 refuge bed 
spaces and associated staffing. 

 Enhance partnership working between domestic abuse, mental health, substance misuse and Black Asian Minority 
Ethnic (BAMER) specialists, via the development of a co-located multidisciplinary team; 

 Offer larger units within one of the refuges as this was a significant reason people previously couldn’t be 
accommodated (6 accommodation units) 

 Offer new provision in the County (6 accommodation units) 

 Offer more focus on policy change and better practice around housing allocations,  interpretation services and move-on 
options 

 Reach wider pool of victims and their families compared with the previous project, through the provision of flexible 

                                            

1 Number of victims units (for victims and their children). 
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Supporting evidence 

Partnership working and working across Local Authority boundaries 

A Partnership Agreement from the previous project will be built upon for this project setting out the service requirements 
and the quality and monitoring expectations, to ensure that each local authority partner has an explicit understanding of 
risks and responsibilities. Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland have a strong tradition and track record of partnership 
working, including the current joint commissioning arrangement for domestic and sexual violence delivered by UAVA (which 
is under considerable pressure with high caseloads across all levels of need and waiting lists). Within Leicestershire, this 
project includes the additional scope of working with district and borough councils to strengthen the provision of safe 
accommodation for victims and their families.  

Leicestershire County Council (through the project coordinator) will take a lead role in communicating the terms and 
expectations for monitoring to providers and devise suitable models for feeding learning, concerns and opportunities back to 
partners and will oversee a risk register for the project.  

We work with a range of other local organisations locally to tackle domestic violence and abuse – this is brought together by 
the Domestic and Sexual Violence and Abuse Operations Group. This structure has good representation from police, 
health, specialist domestic abuse and sexual violence services, probation, housing, safeguarding and public health 
commissioners, who will all be keen to track the development and success of this project. The group has clear terms of 
reference, agreed strategic priorities, monitor delivery plans and strong reporting links to higher Executive Board and 
respective Local Authority, Community Safety Partnership and Safeguarding Boards. The groups offer ample opportunities 
for core partnership activities, including mapping needs, gaps and building the local & national evidence base. There is 
growing focus on adults and families with multiple vulnerabilities in local Safeguarding Boards. This project will contribute to 
the work in this area.  

The Homelessness Reduction Act and the Homelessness Code of Guidance set out clear roles and responsibilities for 
housing authorities in relation to victims of domestic abuse who present with a housing need. This includes the provision of 
support services (e.g. debt, substance misuse and mental health problems), provision of accommodation placements 
outside of the district, developing close links with refuge providers, ensuring efficient and planned move on services from 
refuge provision to maximise the use of refuge spaces and provision of services to enable a victim to stay safe in their own 
home. This project has a strong focus on housing need for victims with complex needs and their families which provides a 
good opportunity to strengthen partnership working with housing authorities and between housing authorities across LLR. 
The Pan-London Housing Reciprocal Agreement is a voluntary collaboration between local authorities and registered 
housing providers in London. Its purpose is to increase options for people with a social housing tenancy in London, who are 
at high risk of harm and need to move to a safe area of London. In doing so, the reciprocal supports individuals and families 
to avoid homelessness, makes better use of housing stock, and ensures that those at risk do not lose their tenure. A similar 
setup across LLR could be achieved through local policy development and partnership working, which will ensure 
sustainability of service provision post-March 2020.   

This project is bringing together an array of partners who have expert knowledge of their areas of work but may not 
necessarily have an understanding of wider service provision. This project will help providers to understand the wider offer 
of services that link to domestic abuse. In addition, this project will work to increase links with frontline staff in Rutland 
through the project coordinator role. This is based on feedback from the previous project which highlighted that a number of 
frontline staff based in Rutland were not aware of the services available as part of the Complex Needs Project which may 
offer one explanation as to why there were very few referrals into the service from Rutland. 

Across Leicester and Leicestershire, there are a total of 60 refuge bed spaces, of which 19 are commissioned by the local 
authorities. Although the majority of refuge provision is located in the City, the provision is already accessible to those who 
are out of area as we know that many victims do not feel safe remaining in their local area. The commissioned County 
Council refuge is also already open to people fleeing from outside of that local authority area within which it is located.  The 
challenge to providing this service is the lack of move on accommodation or the timeliness in accessing move on 
accommodation. This is particularly relevant for those seeking to secure housing through the local housing register, where 
there might be a requirement for a local connection which does not consider residence in refuge accommodation as a ‘local 
connection’.  By focusing on working with the local Chief Housing Officers Group, who are supportive of this bid, we hope to 
reduce such potential blockages. 
 
In addition, Panahghar has a BAMER unit in Coventry which provides an opportunity to support victims from out-of-area as 
part of a reciprocal arrangement. The challenge in doing this is that nationally there is a shortage of BAMER specific 
provision. 
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Inclusion of specific provision for BAMER victims and those from isolated/marginalised communities 

This proposal allows for funded BAMER specific provision. The additional capacity will allow this currently non-
commissioned service provider to engage more in the local partnership structure.  Our cross border approach and close 
working with a small BAMER provider include the following benefits: 

- Diversity of the city and counties and the number of languages spoken within established and emerging communities.   
- Opportunities to galvanise, develop and innovate with ideas driven by small community groups. This will build on the 

successes to date with other small local VCS BAMER providers (not DVA specialist) Zinthiya Trust and the Sharma 
Women’s Centre. Pressure on existing provision has restricted universal provider’s opportunities to move work forward. 
Inclusion of smaller community networks is very valuable.   

- Engagement with services likely to be used and more likely to identify new communities – neighbourhood services; 
ESOL providers, revenue and benefits staff, housing staff, GP surgeries etc. 

- Language registers maintained by local DVSV specialist services 
- Specialist BAMER staff in the local DVSV provision 
- Engagement with local community groups and providing drop in services 
 
Innovative and Sustainable Solutions 
 
We have a strong history of innovative partnership projects including: 

 Project 360, which established a strong piece of quantitative and qualitative research  http://prj360.org/ 

 Joint Commission of a specialist Domestic and Sexual Violence Information & Support Service 

 DCLG 2016-18 Fund Learning 

 Service User Involvement Project with De Montfort University 2016 

 Pooling funding across the local authority, and commissioning holistic, integrated, whole family approach quality 
services (Leicester City) 

 
We spoke at the Leicester University Business School Conference on Project 360 (March 2017), which attracted individuals 
from around the UK and there were specific questions regarding our contribution as project developers and in our 
relationship with local Universities.  
 
We have been asked to write a blog on our jointly commissioned service for the Helplines Partnership due to the unique co-
operative consortium and joint commission approach.   
 
We have been involved in the founding of the Domestic Violence Co-ordinators Network and are active in the Safe Lives 
Community Hub and other best practice networks, We have been asked to share our service specifications with other local 
authority commissioners and previous providers have commented on how our service provision compares positively across 
the UK. We have worked with Safe Lives since 2012 and Respect. We are also considering submitting case studies to the 
LGA on some of our projects. 
 
Through our commitment to equality and the evidence base (since 2007) we have built our understanding of what works and 
for who over the years and have better data on perpetrators, alleged perpetrators, victims, and children across the sub-region 
now than ever before.  It is this data which allows us to further refine and check delivery and progress to ensure we are 
delivering the right services at the right time and in the right way.  
 
Value for money and additionality 

How many domestic abuse victims do you currently support and what is the current cost per victim for 
general/specialist support? 

The Leicester, Leicestershire & Rutland Information and Support Services for Domestic and Sexual Abuse  2017-18 
recorded 2680 new helpline callers (over 12,000 calls or other enquires received over the year) and opened 1882 
new cases. This is at a cost of £986,240 per annum. Whilst we have been robust about value for money and efficiency of 
resources, we have kept a focus on sustainability and commitment to partnership working and so have taken note of where 
partners had to use their own reserves to support previous projects (DCLG 2016-18) in this bid. 

The additionality of this bid is around more efficient working for those who are not achieving the same levels of positive 
outcomes as other victims; it is about using additional skills and knowledge and connections to maximum effect for victims 
and their children in an integrated and co-ordinated manner. 
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The eligibility criteria for this fund is for individuals who: 

(1) have not got access to safe stable accommodation due to being a victim of sexual or domestic violence and abuse and 
having current needs (single or multiple) in relation to mental health, substance misuse, BAMER;  

and/or 

(2) are struggling to sustain safe accommodation due to their mental health, substance misuse, BAMER needs and abuse 
experience 

(3) are referred by any of the named partner agencies to this bid (UAVA; WALL; Panahghar; Councils; Turning Point; 
NDND) 

A performance workbook was developed for the complex needs project 2016-18 which captured a wealth of data. The 
workbook will be developed further to capture additional elements from this project.  We also intend to expand the current 
use of adult and children insights to the service users of this project; further integrating the additional service into existing 
provision and enabling better data scrutiny.   This will be reviewed at each contract management meeting as per the 
Partnership Agreement, and will be used by the evaluation team when evaluating the outcomes and return on investment of 
this project.  
 
The project will be evaluated through:   
- Conducting and analysing feedback from questionnaires and focus groups involving service users and service providers 

who were part of the project, including longer term outcomes.  
- Analysing the activity and performance data to evidence the outcomes achieved by the project.  
- Identifying the financial and social return on investment of the project.  
 
In addition to the above, Panahghar will feed into local area strategies and longer term sustainable solutions for domestic 
abuse by:  

- Joint working with other DVA statutory and voluntary organisations facilitating continuous learning re: BAMER 
communities 

- Data collection and analysis– qualitative and quantitative 
- Participation in MARAC 

- Report on findings and widely disseminate to Partners and Stakeholders 

- Feedback and presentations re BAMER issues to the delivery groups and local Community Safety Partnerships 
- Working in partnership with local partners to identify opportunities for further engagement of smaller BAMER organisations 
 
Deliverability & Sustainability 

Bid partners have worked closely with the specialist domestic abuse providers to ensure that the funding provided will be 
sufficient to cover the cost of staffing and ongoing costs as well as support the cohort of individuals targeted for this project. 
Also, a large proportion of bid partners were involved with the Complex Needs Refuge Project and therefore costings have 
been easier to pull together based on existing experience.  
 
Project Partners will ensure future funding for this project beyond March 2020 by facilitating a well evidenced case for future 
“spend to save” investment by local commissioners. We are confident that our model will provide a strong evidence base for 
strategic commissioners to retain co-location and proactive outreach elements of the model. Public Health Commissioners 
in the sub-region already show a strong strategic interest in the cross cutting impacts of domestic abuse, mental health and 
substance misuse.  
 
Project milestones: 

Date Action 

Sept 
2018 

Build job descriptions for coordinator and officer roles 

Meet again with housing leads across City, Rutland and Borough and establish forward dates of existing 
forums. 

Draft expression of interest document to start recruitment of Coordinator/Officer roles through secondment 
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Specialist agencies scope re-recruitment of complex needs project workers and scope/draft documents for 
secondments and recruitment 

Pre-recruitment activities (dependent upon date by which MHCLG confirms successful applicants) 

Commence commissioning for research and evaluation with local universities  

Oct 
2018 

Reform the steering group and ToR and prepare templates for highlight reports 

Refresh the partnership agreement and risk register 

Recruitment commences and agreements for accommodation and line management agreed 

Sign off the action plan for implementation (including job descriptions; training; recruitment, understanding data 
requirements; implement databases/templates for performance reporting )  

Agree parameters, action plan and deadlines for evaluation -  fed by a schedule of meetings with providers in 
order to shape 

Draft materials for professionals and survivors about the offer 

ICT arrangements and accommodations are clarified and made ready for go-live 

Nov 
2018 

Full staff team go live  

Full multi-disciplinary meeting held to ensure all partners and front line staff involved with the project are clear 
on all aspects of the project and their role within it 

All referral materials and protocols are complete 

Thematic actions related to the project are integrated into DVSV Action plans 

Project coordinator and Specialist DA Provider Managers to hold workshops with Housing team to establish 
needs, expectations and protocols for delivery of the wrap around service. 

Dec 
2018 

Briefing presented to key local partnerships and forums on offer 

Contracts are finalised 

Purchase Orders are prepared for quarterly payments  

First invoices submitted to Leicestershire County Council  

Project Coordinator to commence scoping of Pan London Reciprocal model with Housing Partners  

Jan 
2019 

Specialist Providers submit report on first 2 months of learning and performance  to Project Coordinator 

Initial 360 degree assessment takes places to establish, understand and build on successes, challenges and 
blockages.  “What’s working well? Etc” 

Contracts are fully signed off. 

Project Coordinator addresses any clarifications on reporting format 

Feb  
2019  

Nov and Dec Performance report published and shared with DASV partnership 

March 
2019 

Project Coordinator to confirm date for funds to be received by MHCLG 
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April 
2019 

Invoices submitted to Leicestershire County Council 

Specialist Providers submit quarter 4 report outlining learning and performance  to Project Coordinator  

Second 360 degree assessment takes places to establish, understand and build on successes, challenges and 
blockages.  “What’s working well? Etc” 

May 
2019 

Quarter 4 Performance report published and shared with DASV partnership 

June 
2019 

Project Coordinator to facilitate a workshop with all project partners to ensure key messages and learning is fed 
into LLR procurement planning ahead of 2020. 

July 
2019 

Specialist Providers submit quarter 1 report outlining learning and performance  to Project Coordinator  

Third 360 degree assessment takes places to establish, understand and build on successes, challenges and 
blockages.  “What’s working well? Etc” 

Project Coordinator delivers a report to the DASV Commissioning Sub-group, to ensure learning shapes next 
LLR procurement. 

August 
2019 

Quarter 1 Performance report published and shared with DASV partnership 

Sept 
2019 

Initial Evaluation Submitted to Partners and Commissioners  

Oct 
2019 

Specialist Providers submit quarter 2 report outlining learning and performance  to Project Coordinator  

Fourth 360 degree assessment takes places to establish, understand and build on successes, challenges and 
blockages.  “What’s working well? Etc” 

Nov 
2019 

Final Evaluation complete 

Update submitted to DASV Partnership 

Dec 
2019 

Learning from Evaluation delivered to key strategic DASV partners and wider strategic boards Scoping for 
onward bids and application for growth funds are prepared 

Jan 
2020 

Specialist Providers submit quarter 3 report outlining learning and performance  to Project Coordinator  

Scoping for onward bids and application for growth funds are complete 

Feb 
2020 

Fifth 360 degree assessment takes places to establish, understand and build on successes, challenges and 
blockages. “What’s working well? Etc” 

Update submitted to DASV Partnership 

April 
2020 

Specialist Providers submit quarter 4 and end of project report outlining learning and performance 

May 
2020 

Project partners to deliver a report to DASV partners and wider strategic boards. 
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Annex A - Existing services across LLR 

Prevention Services: Partners across LLR have pooled budgets to commission the provision of a 

coordinated programme of sexual and domestic abuse training to frontline staff (see table 20 of the. 

Sexual and Domestic Violence and Abuse Needs Assessment for Leicestershire, Leicester and 

Rutland (LLR)) In addition, the Leicestershire Healthy Schools Programme offers a wide range of 

courses for all school staff to support the delivery of healthy outcomes for children and young people. 

This includes: Teaching Relationships and Sex Education (RSE) with Confidence, Teaching PSHE 

Education, and Understanding and Managing Risk in relation to relationships. Leicestershire County 

Council also provides a Local Area Coordinator (LAC) service. This team works closely with 

organisations to identify individuals (adults) who may benefit from support. The team are based in the 

community and help individuals to make positive changes, develop resilience mechanisms, link in to 

the local community and find out about local services and activities. The aim is to improve health and 

wellbeing, improve quality of life, increase community cohesion and increase the levels of people 

taking part in volunteering, training or employment. In the last year, the LAC team have worked with 

35 individuals where domestic abuse was a factor. 

United Against Violence and Abuse (UAVA) Information and Support: This service is jointly 

commissioned by OPCC and three LAs. It provides support to victims of sexual and domestic violence 

and abuse over the age of 13 across. The service provides: helpline support to professionals and the 

public, sexual violence support (through Independent Sexual Violence Advisers), domestic abuse 

support (through Independent Domestic Violence Advisers), recovery and engagement support 

(through an outreach service), counselling & therapeutic support, group work and 1-2-1 support, and 

signposting & referral to specialists services.  

The activity from this service over a 12 month period has identified the following: 

 66% of victims accessing support from this service had children. This amounted to 959 
children.  

 42% reported mental health issues,  

 6% reported drug misuse and 9% reported alcohol misuse 

 74% of clients were not living with the perpetrator 

 5% were at risk of ‘honour’ based violence  

 Outcomes of support: 85% reported feeling safer, 93% reported an increase in confidence 
and 86% reported an improvement in quality of life. 

Services for children, young people and families: Leicester City Council commissions the Children 

Young People and Family Service which works with children and young people and their families to 

reduce the harmful impact of sexual and domestic violence. In the last year, 272 families and 443 

children and young people were referred to the service. Leicestershire County Council commissions a 

similar service (Domestic Abuse Family Recovery Service). 

Accommodation Based Services: The OPCC commissions the 24/7 Locks service which provides a 

target hardening service to victims. In the last year there were 641 referrals made to the service. 

Approximately 251 homes were secured across LLR. Leicester City Council commissions the 

Leicester Safe Home and Refuge Service which provides advice and support to victims to make 

informed decisions about housing options, including facilitation to temporary safe refuge 

accommodation and support to live safely in their own home. In the last year the service received 773 

referrals for housing related support, 132 people that were victims or at risk of abuse were 

accommodated in a refuge. The provider also secured 50 homes through the sanctuary scheme, 

ensuring safety of the victim in their own home. Leicester City Council also commissions 19 refuge 
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bed spaces and Leicestershire County Council commissions 12 refuge bed spaces. Other self-funded 

refuge bed spaces are available across LLR. Rutland County Council commissions the Pride Alarms 

Service which installs security by way of an alarm system which can be activated should the victim 

require assistance or feel concerned. This service is open to all victims aged 13 and over. 

Services for Perpetrators: Leicester City Council commissions the Perpetrator Intervention Service 

which provides interventions to adult men and women who wish to change their own abusive 

behaviour. There is an additional responsibility to ensure that support is in place for partners and ex-

partners of the perpetrators. In the last year 136 perpetrators and 120 partners/ex-partners were 

known to the service. 

Sexual Abuse Services: The Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) commissioned by NHS 

England provides help and support for those affected by rape and sexual assault in Leicester, 

Leicestershire and Rutland.  

Other Services 

Charnwood Borough Council provides an outreach service supporting victims over the age of 16 
affected by domestic violence. In the last year the service received 166 referrals.  

Hinckley and Bosworth Borough Council and Blaby District Council deliver domestic abuse outreach 
services and recovery support for children affected by domestic abuse. 

Harborough District Council and Oadby and Wigston Borough Council commission support and 
advocacy for children whose parents are high risk survivors.   

The OPCC are leading on the development of ‘People Zones’ which are geographically defined areas 
wherein public services (including health, police, local authorities, fire services and criminal justice 
services) work collaboratively to address the key social problems for that particular area. The intention 
is to address the issues that are the highest priority for the local community and the organisations that 
support them.  

Project 360 is a collaboration between Leicestershire Police and the local authorities aimed at 
addressing concerns outlined by HMIC’s report “Everyone’s business: Improving the police response 
to domestic abuse” HMIC (2014). The project employs engagement workers with an expertise in 
assisting victims of domestic violence. These workers are embedded within the police force. In the 
last year 1,004 referrals were generated to the service  
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LEICESTERSHIRE SAFER COMMUNITIES STRATEGY BOARD 

1 OCTOBER 2018  

LSCSB UPDATE: LEICESTERSHIRE FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE 

 
Background 
 
1. Leicestershire Fire and Rescue Service (LFRS) have 20 fire stations, 28 fire 

engines plus other specialist operational vehicles. We attend and resolve over 
8,000 emergency incidents each year: fires in buildings, complex rescue 
incidents involving road traffic collisions, hazardous materials, buildings 
collapsing and rescuing people trapped in water. We also have teams 
dedicated to prevention through education and protection through safer 
buildings. We visit approximately 6,000 homes per year and deliver home 
safety checks. We also inspect over 3,000 businesses to audit, provide advice 
and education and enforce fire safety legislation.  

 
Notable developments and challenges: 
 
Past Year 
 
2. LFRS has attended a number of significant incidents over the past 12 months. 

Of these two required significant working with the Local Authority and other 
partner agencies; 

 11th December 2017 Allington Drive, Birstall. 
 26th February 2018, Hinckley Road, Leicester.  
 

3. Following the fire in Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017 LFRS has and 
continues to work closely with Local Authority partners to identify all high rise 
buildings and other buildings that may contain Aluminium Composite Material 
(ACM) cladding. LFRS completed 260 inspections specific to this risk. Local 
Authorities Building Control were key to assisting LFRS with these visits. 

 
Coming Year 
 
4. LFRS is committed to creating safer people and safer places for those that live   

in, visit or travel through Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland. To assist with 
this commitment, LFRS will take the learning gained through the Braunstone 
Blues project and utilise this knowledge to support the implementation of 
“People Zones”.  

 
5. LFRS will develop the current Home Fire Safety Check we deliver to people in 

their homes, to include additional safety information as part of a joined up 
approach to making outcomes better for people and families. Our aim is to 
identify those people who are most vulnerable to fire and through education 
reduce the risk. We know that if people are healthy, have appropriately heated 
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homes and are not socially isolated their risk from fire is significantly reduced. 
Identifying those people known to partner agencies and known to be vulnerable 
is key to making people safer. Partner agencies sharing of vulnerable person 
data is key. 

 

6. We will continue to deliver our nationally recognised road safety campaign to 
schools and colleges across Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland. This is 
delivered in partnership with the Leicestershire Road Safety Partnership.  

 
 
Key issues for partnership working or affecting partners 
 
7. LFRS will endeavour to achieve zero fire deaths across Leicester, 

Leicestershire and Rutland. Identifying persons that may be vulnerable to fire is 
key to achieving this. Learning from the Braunstone Blues project shows us that 
sharing of data can enable agencies to deliver more targeted safety messages 
and provide better outcomes. LFRS can provide training to partner agencies to 
assist them in recognising fire vulnerability and identifying preventative 
measures.  

 
Issues in local areas 
 
8. Those persons that are most vulnerable to fire include; persons over 65 years 

of age, those that live alone, smokers, disabled (especially bedridden), misuse 
drugs and/or alcohol.  Many of those that suffer a fire in their home are known 
to at least one agency. Data sharing between agencies is key to delivering 
better outcomes to individuals and families.  

 
 
Recommendations for the Board 
 
9. This report is for information only and the board are asked to note its content.  
 
 
Person to contact 
Group Manager Matthew Cane  
Safer Communities. 
Leicestershire Fire and Rescue Service.  
Tel: 0116 2292016  
Email:     matthew.cane@lfrs.org 
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LEICESTERSHIRE SAFER COMMUNITIES STRATEGY BOARD 

1 OCTOBER 2018  

LSCSB UPDATE: LEICESTERSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL 

COMMUNITY SAFETY TEAM, ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR UPDATE 

Background 
 
1. This report provides an update regarding current and planned developments in 

the management of Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) across Leicester, Leicestershire 
and Rutland (LLR). The aim ultimately is to achieve a more consistent approach 
to ASB case management by partner organisations across LLR.  

 
Notable developments and challenges: 
 
Past Year 
 
2. Key pieces of work to date have included;  

 

 LLR wide ASB Incremental Approach training, delivered to all front line Police 
staff and offered to all Local Authority officers that manage ASB.  

 Alongside this training, all of the related documentation was reviewed, 
standardised and added to the partnership ASB case management system 
Sentinel. This was to ensure all partners are able to access the most up to 
date documentation, ensuring greater consistency across LLR. 

 Review of what is/isn’t recorded on Sentinel, all 11 partners agreed to a set of 
minimum standards for what information is recorded on the system. This will 
assist in identification of repeat victims or perpetrators as well as improved 
data collection for analysis. 

 Version update of Sentinel system, this included a transfer of all data and 
users to the new version. 

 Review of community trigger documentation and partner promotion of 
community triggers in line with the updated government legislation to ensure 
any community trigger reviews or responses to victims are consistent across 
LLR. 

 
Coming Year 
 
3. The training detailed above continues to be delivered biannually to ensure any 

new staff, officers that were unavailable previously or officers that would benefit 
from attending again, all receive the same input.  
 

4. The Sentinel Partnership (made up of the 10 local authorities across LLR and 
Leicestershire Police) are looking to review the associated system Risk 
Management and Accreditation Document Set (RMADS), this includes such 
documents as Information Sharing Agreements, System Operation Procedures 
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and Service Level Agreements. This work is to ensure that these documents are 
up to date, relevant and legally compliant.  

 
5. A new vetting process has recently been agreed by the Sentinel Partnership for 

non-police users of the system. In order to comply with Management of Police 

Information (MOPI) legislation, Leicestershire Police have reviewed the previous 

vetting agreement and via liaison with the Partnership, have agreed that all non-

police users will be vetted to Non Police Personnel Vetting (NPPV) Level 1, or 

have an Enhanced DBS check.  

6. The Sentinel Partnership are currently in discussions around the possible 
introduction of a Sentinel Project Officer. If agreed to, this Officer would be 
responsible for the coordination and management of the work detailed in point 4, 
as well as being a single point of contact for the partners and system owners in 
order to better manage elements around the system such as faults, errors, or 
changes. 

 
Key issues for partnership working or affecting partners 
 
7. The aim of the work detailed in this report is ultimately to ensure that partners 

across LLR are managing ASB consistently and proportionately, and in-turn 
providing victims and perpetrators with the same level of service, no matter 
where they live.  
 

8. The work to be completed in the coming year will guarantee that as a partnership 
we are doing all we can to ensure not only are we appropriately supporting 
victims and tackling perpetrators, but that we are also working within the relevant 
legislation to handle information and data appropriately. 

 
Recommendations for the Board 
 
9. That the Board note the contents of this report. 
 
 
Officers to Contact  
 
Sally Johnson 
Community Safety Team Manager 
Leicestershire County Council 
0116 3052265 
sally.johnson@leics.gov.uk 
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CI 4232 Sian Walls 

 

 
 
Serious Harm Reduction Unit and  
Community Safety 
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www.leics.police.uk 

April 2018 the Home office launched the new Serious Violent Crime 
Strategy in response to a National rise in knife, gun homicides and drug 
supply through county lines  

 – focus on early intervention, education and partnerships to tackle 

 

The Government is expected to release in 2018 a Serious Organised 
crime strategy  

 - early focused on early intervention and diversion 

 

The NCA has produced a plan to show a clear focus on working in 
partnership to prepare and prevent involvement in Serious Organised 
crime 

2 

Background 
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Areas of Responsibility 

The National Strategic assessment for Serious Organised Crime 
identify the following areas of threat: 

 

• Child Sexual Exploitation and abuse 

• Organised crime and Foreign National Offenders 

• Cyber crime 

• Firearms 

• Drugs 

• Money Laundering and economic crime 

• Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking 

 

Common theme of exploitation of children and adults. 

3 
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Strategic Approach 

The strategic areas for the unit are: 

• Serious Organised Crime 

• Strategic partnerships 

• Offender Management 

• Problem solving  

 

The strategic approach will be aligned to the 4Ps: 

PREVENT: Preventing people engaging in serious and organised crime 

PROTECT: Increasing protection against serious and organised crime 

PREPARE: reducing the impact of this criminality where it takes place 

PURSUE: Prosecuting and disrupting those involved in serious and organised 
crime 

 

 
4 
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Structure 

Departmental Lead:  Supt Shane O’Neill 

 

SMT support:   CI Sian Walls – Partnerships and Interventions 

     DCI Tange Bhakta – Offender Management 

 

Inspectors:  Mark Freer, Caroline Graham, Chris Barratt, Mark Cuddihy 

 

Staff:   Drugs and substance misuse officer 

           Hate Crime office 

           Youth initiatives officer 

                   

There will be access to: Intelligence staff, Crime prevention officers, CAID 
partnership officer, integrated offender management unit, Cyber Protect officer 

5 
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What will it mean for our partnership? 

Challenges are multi dimensional and will require a multi agency 
approach with Community Safety Partnerships. 

 

Areas for work will include (but is not limited to) Early Intervention, 
Diversion Prevention campaigns, Community resilience and Awareness 
raising, 

Encouraging communities to report intelligence.  

It is anticipated that CSPs and JAGs will become involved in awareness 
raising, prevention, diversion and where necessary pursue activity 
linked to catch and convict plans.  

 

The SHRU will be overseen by an internal Serious and Organised 
Crime Board that will report into the Strategic Partnership Board. 

 
6 
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